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ABSTRACT
This study was made to determine the revenues obtain­
able to shippers by optimum allocation of given supplies of 
sweet potatoes. Primary emphasis was placed on the competi­
tive position of Louisiana in the distribution of sweet 
potatoes, but optimum distributions for the entire Industry 
were included as part of the study.
The 1953-59 marketing season was chosen as the period 
for.the study. Information used in the study Included: (l)
monthly receipts in each of twenty-two ma,1or consuming 
centers, (2) monthly shipments from twenty-four producing 
areas to the selected consuming centers, (3) estimated 
demand functions for each of the consuming centers, and (4) 
estimated transportation charges for routes connecting each 
producing area with each consuming center. The reactive 
programming technique was used in analyzing these data to 
obtain the equilibrium flows of sweet potatoes that would 
maximize net revenues to the industry. Results were obtained 
under the assumption that farmers and shippers operate under 
conditions of perfect competition.
Louisiana’s distribution of supplies to selected 
markets during the 1958-59 marketing season resulted in a 
net revenue of $5,128,402. An optimum distribution of the 
same volume, with existing allocations from other production 
areas, would have increased net revenue by $567,913.
xvii
The distribution of supplies for the industry during 
the same period resulted in a net revenue of §21,791,443.
An optimum distribution of the supply would have increased 
net revenue by §643,413. Individual states would have been 
affected differently. Changes in net revenue would have 
ranged from an increase of §316,162 for Hew Jersey to a 
decrease of §520,635 for California. Louisiana's net revenue 
would have increased by §25,891.
An optimum distribution of fifty per cent larger sup­
plies for Louisiana, with existing allocations from other 
production areas, would have yielded the state a net revenue 
of §7,722,183, or an increase of §2,593,781 over that 
received from the actual distribution of existing supplies 
In 1958-59.
An optimum allocation of supplies from all production 
areas, with a fifty per cent increase in supplies from 
Louisiana, would have increased net revenue for Louisiana 
to §7,245,689, or an increase of §2,117,287 over that 
received from the actual distribution of existing supplies. 
Bor the industry, net revenue would have increased by 
§2 ,022,215. Increased supplies in a market would lower 
prices and consequently lower revenue for states with fixed 
supplies.
Best markets for Louisiana sweet potatoes during the 
1958-59 marketing season would have been similar with each 
supply situation examined, but would have varied according 
to time periods. Supplies would have been allocated to a
xviii
small number of markets at the beginning .of the marketing 
season, additional markets would have been added in the peak 
season, and fewer markets would have been served toward the 
latter part of the season.
Louisiana would have maintained shipments to the Cen­
tral and Midwestern markets but shifted supplies from 
Eastern markets to Western markets. The. majority of Louisiana 
supplies for the 1958-59 marketing season would have been 
allocated to Los Angeles, Chicago, Minneapolis-St. Paul,
New Orleans, and St. Louis. Other markets of considerable 
importance for this season would have included Denver, Kansas 
City. Birmingham, Portland, Cincinnati, and Cleveland.
Generally, the production area nearer a market would 
have a competitive advantage in supplying that market. 
Northeastern markets would have been supplied principally 
from Eastern Shore producers: Southern markets by their 
respective state: North Central and Midwestern markets by 
several states with the majorit?/ by Louisiana; and Western 
markets by California, Texas, and Louisiana.
xix
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Sweet potato production in the United States is con­
fined largely to the southern half of the country.1 The 
crop is grown commercially in at least'24 states, however, 
the majority of the commercial output is produced in Louis­
iana, New Jersey, Virginia, North Carolina, Texas, and
p
California. In I960 total production for the United 
States amounted to 15,636,000 hundred weight. This was 
approximately 19 per cent less than the average production 
in the previous ten year period.
The sweet potato is the most important vegetable crop 
grown in Louisiana. Nor a number of years Louisiana has 
exceeded all other states in production and normally 
accounts for about one-fourth of the commercial output. In 
I960, Louisiana farmers.sold approximately 2.3 million 
hundred weight, valued at $7.7 million.
Markets for Louisiana sweet potatoes generally in­
clude more than 100 cities in the United States and five 
cities in Canada. Approximately 10 of the major markets, 
however, normally absorb about two-thirds of the commercial 
supply.
Production of sweet potatoes is confined to those 
areas having a relatively long frost-free growing season.
p
Major states growing smaller quantities of sweet 
potatoes commercially include Alabama, Arizona, Georgia, 
Kansas, Maryland, Mississippi, Missouri, New Mexico, South 
Carolina, and Tennessee.
The major purpose of this ..study is to determine the 
revenues obtainable to shippers by optimum allocation of 
given supplies among alternative markets. Although opti­
mum distributions for the entire industry are included as 
part of the study," primary emphasis is placed on the com­
petitive position of Louisiana in the distribution of 
sweet potatoes.
• The specific objectives of the study are:
(1) To describe the distribution and flow of sweet 
potatoes from Louisiana, and competing areas.
(2) To estimate the demand for sweet potatoes in 
major markets.
(3) To•estimate'the cost per unit for transporting 
and selling sweet potatoes in each major market 
from each producing area.
(4) To determine the optimum distribution of supplies 
for Louisiana sweet potatoes taking into account 
competition with other areas.
(5) To estimate the optimum market supply of sweet 
potatoes for Louisiana.
Method of Analysis
This study was made for the 1958 crop, covering the 
marketing season from July 1958 to July 1959. The season 
was divided into three marketing periods and each period 
analyzed separately.
Twenty-six major markets'were selected for analysis.^ 
Because of their location, eight cities, Dallas and Port 
Worth, Minneapolis and St. Paul, New York and Newark, and 
Oakland and San Francisco, were combined into four consuming 
centers. This reduced the number of consuming centers 
included-in the analysis to twenty-two. An estimate of 
demand.in each of these markets was derived from a multiple 
regression analysis including price, quantity, income and 
seasons as significant variables.
Twenty-four states supplied sweet potatoes to the 
markets included in the study. The location of these 
states and consuming centers are shown in Figure 1.- A cen­
tral shipping point was selected in each of the producing 
areas supplying the markets. These supply points were 
selected on the basis of concentrated acreage and/or volume 
of shipments from certain areas of the state. Regression 
techniques were employed to estimate transportation costs 
from each of the supply areas to each of the markets ana­
lyzed using transportation charges per unit and correspond­
ing mileages.
The Reactive Programming technique was used in 
obtaining the equilibrium flows of sweet potatoes between 
areas that maximized net revenues under conditions of
^These cities include Atlanta, Baltimore, Birming­
ham, Boston, Chicago, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Dallas-Ft.
Worth, Denver, Detroit, Kansas City, Los Angeles, Louis­
ville, Minneapolis-St. Paul, New Orleans, New York- Newark, 
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Portland, St. Louis, San Francisco- 
Oakland, and Washington, D, C.
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4perfect competition. This technique evaluates the effect 
of changes in demand, supply, transportation charges,' 
marketing costs and institutional barriers. It is unique 
. in that it determines at one and the same time, the equilib­
rium quantities in each consuming center and the least-cost 
routes of providing these quantities from the fixed supplies 
in each of the several production areas. Formal assumptions 
necessary with the use of this technique will be given later.
The situations for which optimum distributions are 
determined are as follows:
(1) Optimum distributions from Louisiana with given 
shipments from competitors.
(2) •Optimum distributions from Louisiana with given
shipments from competitors when Louisiana’s 
volume is increased.
(3) Optimum distribution of given supplies for the 
entire industry.
(4) Optimum distribution for the entire industry with 
Louisiana volume increased.
r- Sources of Lata
Input data used In this study were obtained from several 
sources. It was necessary to make personal contacts, use 
the mail questionnaire, and consult secondary material 
extensively.
^The Reactive Programming technique was developed by 
Dr. Thomas E. Tramel, Mississippi State University.
To accomplish objective one, use was made of daily
market news reports published in each of the cities selected
5for analysis. Each report included daily unloads of sveet 
potatoes for the market with state of origin.
For demand estimates several types of data were ana­
lyzed. Unloads and wholesale prices in each market were 
obtained from daily a.nd summary market news reports as men­
tioned above. Population and income data for each consuming 
center were obtained from Sales-Management - Survey of Buy­
ing Power.8 Prices of other products that were considered
complementary to sweet potatoes were obtained from monthly
7
publications of wholesale food price.
To estimate the cost of transporting-sweet potatoes
to the selected markets from each production area truck
rates were obtained by personal contact with truck brokers
and shippers operating in the Louisiana sweet potato area.
■Corresponding direct mileages were compiled from highway
8mileage charts in a road atlas. Selling costs in the . 
markets were obtained by personal interviews or by mail.
■'’These reports are published daily by the State and 
Federal Agricultural Marketing Service.
8"Summary of Bata.for Metropolitan County Area,”
Sales-Hanagement - Survey of Buying Power, May 10, 1959, 
(Copyright; further reproduction not licensed).
^U.S. Department of Labor, Wholesale Prices and Price 
Indexes, Bureau of Labor Statistics, Washington 25, D. 0.
8Road Atlas, (Chicago: Rand McNally and Company, 
1958). '
7questionnaires with brokers and jobbers operating in the 
markets.
In determining optimum distributions and supplies of 
sweet potatoes among markets and producers, coefficients 
developed under objectives one, two, and three were used. 
These demand, supply, and marketing cost coefficients served 
as input data for the "Reactive Programming" technique in 
determining optimum allocations from different production 
areas for maximizing net revenue.
Limitations
Certain limitations are inherent in most studies.
The more important ones In this study emerge as a result of 
necessary simplifying assumptions, the nature of input data, 
and barriers existing in the distribution channels that may 
prevent optimum allocations.
In this study sweet potatoes were considered a homo­
geneous product in that sweet potatoes produced in one 
section of the United States were perfect substitutes for 
those grown in other sections. Two types of sweet potatoes 
are produced In the United States, the mol.st-type as found 
In Louisiana, and the dry-type as found In the Eastern 
Shore States. Generally, the moist-type commands a price 
premium and is preferred to the dry-type in some consuming 
centers. Lack of data, however, prevented an analysis
baSed on preference of the product from a given production 
area by any or all consuming centers.
8Each source of supply is represented by a single point. 
This is one of the mechanical requirements used in the 
technique and may cause minor differences in actual aggre­
gate transfer costs. Transfer costs are also computed on 
constant unit cost throughout the entire season. Discounts 
and premiums may be used to adjust these rates for changes 
in supply and demand for trucking services. Transportation 
rates, however, appear to be highly uniform among different 
firms.
An optimum allocation of sweet potatoes from each pro­
ducing area may be difficult to achieve in practice. The 
distribution pattern may be altered by such things as im­
perfections in the marketing system and subjective factors 
influencing sales. Shippers as well as buyers may wish to 
maintain contact with well established, reputable suppliers 
or receivers. Any short-run gain accruing to a shipper 
from an optimum, distribution may be offset by personal 
values or long-run benefits derived from maintaining market 
contacts. Encroachment on a market by competitors could 
easily result in retalitory measures such as price cutting 
which would alter any optimum allocation. Other things 
such as inadequate knowledge and trade barriers may prevent 
optimum distributions under a perfectly competitive model.
It should be noted that the sweet potato allocations 
developed in the analysis which follow represents only part 
of the total marketed. Consumption in some markets was 
unattainable and in others may have been Incomplete. The
study does include a majority of the fresh sweet potatoes 
marketed during the year, however, and the analysis of 
these shipments should serve as a basis for developing long 
range plans on the part of producers and shippers.
CHAPTER II
ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK AND TECHNIQUE 
FOR SPATIAL EQUILIBRIUM ANALYSIS
Spatial equilibrium analyses are concerned with inter­
relationships between different areas,.dealing with geograph­
ical price eauilibriuns or changes in conditions and flows of 
a commodity between several areas. Problems of interregional 
competition of a commodity necessarily involve considerations 
of demand, supply, and transports, tl on and marketing charges* 
These factors must be considered simultaneously in obtaining 
equilibrium distributions of a commodity among geographic are
Louisiana1s competitive position in the sweet potato 
industry will be evaluated on the basis of how optimum 
distributions will affect unloads and subsequently net ■ 
revenues in different markets. Optimum distributions in 
tliis study are determined for conditions of perfect competi­
tion. Under these conditions -price and marginal revenue are 
eoual and net revenues are maximized when maximum Positive 
net nrices among alternative markets are equated.
This chapter is concerned with the analytical frame­
work and technique used for obtainin'" ootimua allocations 
of supplies among the markets. The presentation will in­
clude a brief discussion of (l) the pricing under perfect 
competition, (2) the use of the marginal revenue concept in 
outimunlv distributing supplies, and (I) the use of the 
Reactive Programming technique in determining optimum distri­
butions and subsequently net revenues for each producer.
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Pricing in a Perfectly Competitive Market
The problem under study involves an analysis of pric­
ing and sales where the quantity available is fixed. The 
time flow to market is not analyzed. The quantity to be 
allocated among markets for a given time period is taken to 
be that quantity sold during the particular period in 
1958-59.
Several conditions usually examined in determining 
the degree of perfection of a market are:
(1) Number of buyers and sellers,
(2) Conditions of entry,
(3) Free or restricted trade, and
(4) State of knowledge of demand, supply, and price.
Let us examine the operation of the sweet potato markets in 
terms of general knowledge of the industry.
The number of buyers and sellers in the sweet potato 
Industry are sufficiently large and their volume of business 
is so small in relation to the entire market that their 
individual actions will not perceptibly affect the price.
Each shipper's product, although it may be slightly differ­
entiated, is highly substituable for another. Many sellers 
have no preference for dealing with any particular buyer. 
Likewise, many buyers have no preference for sweet potatoes 
produced by particular farmers, but merely wish to purchase 
potatoes of a given grade. Both buyers and sellers can be 
thought of as "price takers." Market price is taken as given 
and they are unable to change it by their individual actions.
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There is freedom In the mobility of (foods and re­
sources in the sweet potato Industry. Each seller or buyer 
is free to place his resources in alternatives. ho leval 
limitations are exercised on entry or exit from the industry.
In the sweet potato industry no artificial restric­
tions are placed on the demand, supply, or price of the com­
modity. Governmental or institutional administering of 
prices is nonexistent. ho supply restrictions or demand con­
trols are made. frictions checking immediate adjustment of 
price and output to equilibrium levels are negligible.
Market conditions prevailing for sweet potatoes are 
generally known by buyers and sellers. Each is., largely 
aware of. quality,.quantity, and prices of the product in the 
markets. The network of telephone, telegraph, and teletype 
communications vet sweet potatoes produced in different 
areas of the United States on their way for proper distri­
bution to hundreds of wholesale buyers. The Department of 
Agriculture issues daily fruit and vegetable market news 
reports for all major markets. Likewise, reports on ship­
ping conditions at the major sweet potato production areas 
are issued daily. The intricate operation of the communica­
tions composite keeps buyers and sellers well informed.
Conditions known to prevail in the sweet potato in­
dustry would seem to approximate those of»a perfect market. 
Therefore, the model of the perfect market will be used in 
the problem of allocating supplies among markets for -a 
given time period.
Use of the Marginal Revenue Concept in 
Optimumly Distributing Supplies
Under conditions of perfect competition, marginal 
revenue and price are equal. Maximum net revenue will 
resu.lt when the maximum positive net prices among alterna­
tive markets are equated. This is accomplished by evalu­
ating the marginal net revenue in each consuming center, 
■selecting, the largest, and assigning one unit (carlot) to 
the corresponding consuming center until the quantity 
available is exhausted, or until marginal net revenue 
becomes negative,.
Figure 2 shows a redistribution of supplies in two 
markets so that maximum net revenue may be obtained for the 
shippers.^ This illustration shows an equilibrium flow of 
-oods between market 1 and 2.■ Before an optimum distribu­
tion, equilibrium would be at P_^  where supply and demand in 
the first market just meet, or where th'e- excess-supply func­
tion ES^ is at its zero point (ES-j is equal to' the demand 
curve subtracted laterally at every price from the supply 
curve). Likewise Eg exist in market 2 if no. trade is possible.
Goods can move from 1 to 2 for 0 dollars per unit, 
and from 2 to .1 for 0 dollars per unit. Since the pretrade 
price is lower in 1 than 2, trade will obviously never flow 
from 2 to 1 and so only C from market 1 to 2 is relevant.
"^ "This figure is adapted from P. A, Samuelson,
11 Spatial Price Equilibrium and Linear Programming," The 
American Economic Review, 1952, XIII, 285-303.
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Pip-ure 2. Equilibrium Prices and FIow of A Commodity
Between Two Markets
Because the initial differential in prices exceeds the trans­
port costs, there, "will be a positive flow from 1 to 2 and 
P2 will come to exceed P^ by exactly C. For this reason 
the axes of market 1 have been displaced relative to those
of market 2 by the distance C.
The new equilibrium is shown at PE, where the surplus 
of market 1 exactly equals the deficit, of market 2.
If'-P^  and P2 had been closer together than C then the 
markets would have split-up and the separate equilibrium,
would be at P^  and Pg. Had P^ been less than P^ by more
than C, then the flow would have automatically reversed 
directions so that the surplus would have been in market 2, 
This illustration may be extended to several markets. 
Essentially this happens in an optimum distribution.
Use of the Reactive Programming Technique 
Reactive programming may be defined as a means of 
obtaining the equilibrium flows of a commodity between 
areas with given transportation cost functions, given de­
mand schedules in each of the several areas of consumption 
and given supply schedules in each of the several areas of 
production.
Input Data Required for the Problem
Three types of data are needed for the problem:
(l) Demand equations for each consuming center. These 
equations take the form of
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Where the symbols denote the following:
i = 1,2,  m denotes the different producing areas,
j = 1,2....... n denotes the different consuming areas.
denotes price of the homogeneous product in the jth 
consuming area.
denotes quantity purchased in the jth consuming 
center which was produced in the ith producing area.
(2) The transportation cost from each producing area 
to each consuming center. . This is symbolized as'
m x n T ii's
Where T ^  denotes constant unit cost of transporting the 
product from the ith producing area to the jth .consuming 
center.
(3) The supply available in each producing area.
This is symbolized as
a Blla
Where denotes the fixed supply in the ith producing area.
From the given data, m x n equations may be formed of 
the following:
m
R.^ = F^ ( 2 . ~ Tj^ j, i — 1,2, .«.., mj 3 = 1 , 2 , n
Where R ^  denotes~the "net" average revenue per unit for the 
product produced in the ith producing area and sold in the 
jth consuming center. Each of these m x n equations defines 
for each producing area the net price which can be obtained
in each consuming center. A solution to the m x n equations 
is a solution to the optimum allocation of supplies among 
the markets.
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Restrictions Imposed on the Model
Four restrictions are generally imposed on the model. 
These Include the following:
(1) All Q^p:0, i.e., the quantities purchased in a 
consuming center from a producing area must be equal or 
greater than zero.
(2) For a given i, all are equal for all ,]1 s to
which shipments are made and in turn are greater than all 
Rij's ^or 3'3 which shipments are not made. Simply 
stated a producing area receives the same net revenue per 
unit from all consuming centers it supplies and this revenue 
Is greater than the revenue it could receive at other con­
suming areas.
(3) ^or a-*--*- ^ 's aELC* a-^ 3*s between which the
commodity flows, or in other words the net revenue from a
producing area to a consuming area must be equal to or.
greater than zero, 
n
(4-) £ Q. ./s Sj . Stated in words this means that the 
3=1
quantity purchased In a consuming area from a producing 
area must be less or no greater than the supply available 
in that producing area.
CHAPTER III
ACTUAL DISTRIBUTION AND PLOW OP SWEET POTATOES
PROM LOUISIANA AND MAJOR COMPETING STATES
This chapter presents a description of the actual 
distribution of sweet potatoes from Louisiana and major 
competing states for the 1958-59 crop season. It is 
divided into three sections, (l) the seasonality of ship­
ments from different states, (2) the principal consuming 
center for Louisiana sweet potatoes, and (3) the principal 
consuming centers for Louisiana's major competitors.
Marketing Seasons for Major 
Sweet Potato States
Early shipments of sweet potatoes- from all producing 
states are moved uncured or "green.1' As the season pro­
gresses a larger portion of the crop moves into storage 
with subsequent shipments made from cured potatoes entirely.
Table I shows when sweet potatoes are generally 
shipped fhom principal producing states. The new crop 
shipments usually begin In some areas of the Unites States 
in early July and are continued the year round. Shipments 
at the beginning and end of the crop season are small, 
however, In comparison to peak shipments made In the fall 
and winter.
Louisiana, Alabama, and California are generally the 
first to get new crop shipments under way. Eastern shore 
producers begin shipments a little later because of dif­
ferent soils and growing conditions. This area Including
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Table I. Principal Sweet Potato States and Usual Sh:’ orlm 
Seasons
State
Alabama
Arizona
California
Georaia
Louisiana
Uarvland
Li ssiss.ippi
Missouri
Hew Jersey ■
■'orth Carolina
S o u t n C e r o 1 i no.
Tennessee
Texas
Virginia
_________  _____ Months  _____ __________
. ge^yp'(ft: jfo v rt?e^:Tan: P eTHIajl'ApF: May? Jtin
Source: The Packer Fresh Fruit and Veretable Yearbook - 12.57
Issue"T Part ~ T w o Kansas~City: The Packer Publishing 
Co.T Anril 1957, p. 190.
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Virginia, the Oarolinas, Few Jersey, and Maryland begin 
shipments in late summer and early fall. Texas starts 
increasing shipments in September or October.
Toward the end of the crop season only the major pro­
duction areas have supplies for shipment. Louisiana ranks 
as number one shipper, shipping 11 or 12 months out of the 
year.
Principal Consuming Centers for 
. Louisiana Sweet Potatoes
Luring the 1958-59 marketing season Louisiana shipped 
sweet potatoes to more than 100 cities and towns located 
through the United States and Canada. However, considerably 
fewer cities received a majority of Louisiana shipments.
As shown by Table II, Chicago was by far the largest re­
ceiver, accounting for 1080 carlot equivalents, or 31 per 
cent of total Louisiana shipments to the■specified markets.
Other leading cities for. Louisiana shipments include 
Detroit, Few Orleans, Cleveland, St. Louis, Cincinnati, 
Pittsburgh and Kansas City. Each of these cities received 
considerably more than 100 carlot equivalents. With the 
exception of Cincinnati and Pittsburgh, Louisiana supplies a 
majority of '*the sweet potatoes in the cities named, account­
ing for 100 per cent in New Orleans, 88.5 per cent In 
Chicago and 77.3 per cent in Cleveland (Table III).
Principal Consuming Centers for 
Louisiana's Competitors
Louisiana's major sweet potato competitors include 
New Jersey, California, North Carolina, Virginia, and Texas.
Table II. Total Unloads of Sweet Potatoes in Specified Consuming Centers, by States of 
Origin, 1958-59 Marketing Season
Consuming .♦« Producing area
center i La. :N. J. •Cal.jN. C.: Va. : Tex.: .Ala.: Kd. : Ga, :Kiss.:Ariz.: Mo.
Carlot equivalents
Atlanta 2 17 52 90 63 25 •2 445 30
Baltimore ' 25 223 20 160 235
Birmingham 3 54 689 1 23
Boston 3 350 6 38 1 46 -
Chicago 1,080 30 3 75 11
Cincinnati 163 6 26 11 35 3 26 9 39
Cleveland 392 48 3 7 7 40 7
Dallas-Pt. Worth 456
Denver 87 13 67 5 44
Detroit 485 2 50 2 2 1 3
Kansas City 130 16 3 8
Bos Angeles 1,621 7
Louisville 88 2 7 1 10
Minneapolis-St. Paul 73 19 11 3
Mew Orleans 442
New Tork-Newark 78 837 740 392 171
Philadelphia 21 735 163 255 1 86
Pittsburgh 150 285 10 53 6 55 1
Portland 1 141 16 6
St. Louis 248 2 ' 3 5 5 29 92
San Francisco-Oakland 588 7
Washington, D. C. 6 84 172 55 ?7
Total shipments 3,477 2,636 2,365 1,250 1,063 814 725 705 446 134 111 92
(continued )
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Table II. (Continued).
Consuming : 
center :
Producing area
Tenn. :S. C.: Kan.:N. M.: Ark.: Ind.: Io, : Del.: Fla.: 111.: Ky. : Pa.
Carlot equivalent s
Atlanta 31 48 1
Baltimore 7 2
Birmingham 3
Boston
Chicago 16 4 1 1
Cincinnati 17 1 7 1
Cleveland 2 1
Dallas-Ft.Vorth 48
Denver 1 4 . '8
Detroit 1
Kansas City 63 4
Louisville 13
Minneapolis-St. Paul 4 8
Hew Orleans
Hew York-Newark 22 4
Philadelphia 6
Pittsburgh
Portland
St. Louis 14 1 5
San Francisco-Oakland
Washington, D. C. 6 ' 1
Total shipments 91 90 73 52 12 9 9 7 6 5 1 1
Source: U. S. Department of Agriculture, Agricultural Marketing Service, Fruit and Vegetable
Division, Dally Fruit and Vegetable Reports, Ma^or Market Centers, July 1, 1958 
through June 30, 1959.
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Table III. Total Receipts of Sweet Potatoes in Specified 
Consuming Centers and Proportion of Receipts in Each Mar­
ket Supplied from Louisiana and Competing Areas, 1958-59 
Marketing Season.
Consuming : 
center :
Total carlot 
equivalents
:Percentage supplied by 
:Louisiana :Other states
Atlanta 806 .2 . 99.8 .
Baltimore 672 3.7- 96.3
Birmingham 773 .4 99.6
Boston 444 .7 99.3
Chicago 1,221 88.5 11.5
Cincinnati 344 47.4 ■ 52.6
Cleveland 507 77.3 22.7
Dallas-Pt. Worth 504 ■ _ 100.0
Denver 229 38.0 62.0
Detroit 546 88.8 11.2
Kansas City 224 58.0 42.0
Los Angeles 1,628 - 100.0
Louisville 121 72.7 27.3
Minneapolis-St. Paul 118 61.9 38.1
Hew Orleans 442 100.0 -
Hew. York-Newark 2,244 3.5 96.5
Philadelphia 1,267 1.7 98.3
Pittsburgh 560 26.8 73.2
Portland 164 . 6 99.4
St. Louis 404 61.4 38.6
San Prancisco-Oakland 595 - 100.0
Washington, D. C. 361 1.7 98.3
Total receipts 14,174 24.5 75,J5 .. ; _
Source: Table II.
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These states supplied approximately 60 per cent of total 
unloads or 19 per cent, 17 per cent, 9 per cent, 8 per 
cent, and 6 per cent, respectively, to the specified con­
suming centers.
New York City was the best market for the Eastern 
shore producers receiving 2,244 carlot equivalents. This 
market was supplied principally by New Jersey, North 
Carolina, Virginia, and Maryland. Other North Eastern 
markets were supplied primarily by these producers. New 
Jersey was the leading supplier of the New York, Boston, 
Philadelphia, and Pittsburgh markets, accounting for 37 per 
cent, 58 per cent,and 51 per cent of the total unloads, 
respectively.-
North Carolina shipped sweet potatoes to several 
markets. However, the majority of her shipments were made 
to New York City. Washington, P. C. was also an important 
market for North Carolina shippers.
Virginia and Maryland shipped to several cities but- 
the bulk of their shipments were to Baltimore, New York 
City, and Philadelphia.
Shipments from Texas during the period of study 
amounted to 814 carlots. Dallas-Et. Worth was the princi­
pal receiver of these unloads. . The remainder of shipments 
were distributed in smaller quantities to several North
Central and Eastern cities.
California, ranking third in total shipments during
the period, supplied primarily those markets within the
state. Of 2,365 carlot equivalents shipped, approximately 
69 per cent was shipped to Los Angeles, and 25 per cent to 
the San Francisco-Oakland area. The majority of remaining 
unloads was shipped to Portland, accounting for approximately 
86 per cent of Portland unloads.
Other supply areas distributed the bulk of their 
potatoes in their own state; Georgia shipped to Atlanta, 
Alabama shipped primarily to Birmingham, and Missouri to 
St. Louis.
CHAPTER IV 
DEMAND FOR SWEET POTATOES 
Estimates of the demand for sweet potatoes in selected 
consuming centers will be presented in this chapter. Two 
approaches were considered in the demand analysis, namely,
(l) the aggregate - market approach, and (2) the individual 
market approach.
The aggregate market approach would yield one demand 
function for all markets in each time period analyzed. This 
analysis, however, failed to yield logical demand functions. 
Consumer reactions toward sweet potatoes varies not only in 
different localities, but with different seasons of the year. 
A separate analysis for each consumption area appeared to be 
more logical.
The Statistical Model 
Single Equation vs. the Simultaneous Equation Approach 
Methods for measuring demand relationships may be 
grouped into the single equation vs. the simultaneous equa­
tion approach. The basic analysis Is the same by either 
approach, except in the simultaneous equation analysis a 
number of economic variables are assumed to be determined 
simultaneously by a common set of economic forces and by 
other variables that are similar to those used as "shift1 
variables in a least squares multiple regression equation.1
1G-eoffrey S. Shepherd, Agricultural Price Analysis. 
(Fourth Edition, Ames: The Iowa State College Press, 1957),
p. 148.
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The important question is, does the method used reflect 
relevant information necessary to explain the behavior of 
the variable in question? On a priori grounds it is impos­
sible to sav whether the least squares model or the simul­
taneous eauation ’node] is superior per se. The appropriate 
approach depends largely .on the nature of the supply .and 
demand relationship for the product.
In 192’7 vi'crhi-ny pointed out some considerations neces­
sary to uiitanqle supp 1 y-demand relationships so that appro- ■
Pnr late curves con. id be developed." Other economists have 
recor sider ed and emphasi 7,ed ■ h is hork i 11 oyrrent " '  ^e ■■■ ature.
’0, an data or. consumotion and price are p ] ottcd in a -scatter 
dia.xrum, a set of dots is observed, enoh of which may be
thought of as the intersection of a demand curve and a sironhr
curve. fit); additional information the two curves, may be 
dr stiryulshed. In the case of demand, if the supply curve 
has shifted over .time but the demand -curve.has remained 
relatively stable, then e. demand curve can be traced out. If
the demand has shifted and the supply curve has reir-c? ppd
stable th.eu a. supply curve can be estimated.
In each of the two situations a sin-T e eonation analyst 
can be made to estimate the supply or demand function. If 
both demand .and supply vary, however. the simultaneous • 
conation analysis is necessary to .estimate the separate curve
^Elmer vforkinr, "vfhat Do Statistical Demand Curves 
Sh oT-!?u Quarterly Journal of Economics, XL I (1927), '•'12—235*
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A study of sweet potato statistics reveals different 
levels of consumption during the year. Consumption has been 
greater in most cities during the cooler months and in some 
areas of the United States consumption is greater during 
holiday periods. Such consumption patterns allow an analysis 
of selected time periods where shift variables affecting 
demand are relatively stable.
Under these conditions, the expected price associated 
with given values such as consumption and disposable income 
can be obtained by a least squares regression with price 
dependent and other variables independent. Since this was 
the purpose of the present analysis the single equation 
approach was chosen.
Estimating Equation
Demand functions were estimated for seven of the major 
markets which were considered representative of the different 
geographical marketing areas of the United States. These 
markets included Chicago, New York City, St. Louis, New 
Orleans, Cleveland, Detroit, and San Francisco. Demand 
estimates for these markets were applied to surrounding 
markets but were adjusted to the market on the basis of the 
price, quantity, and income situation in the respective city.
The multiple regression technique was used in estimat­
ing the demand functions. This least squares approach Is 
useful in showing what normal average relationships exist 
between sets of variables.
Several variables that appeared to be consistent with 
theory were tried in the first analysis. Variables to be
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maintained in the final analysis were either accepted or 
rejected on the basis of statistical significance and 
intuitive- judgement. If high correlation existed between 
independent variables, one of the variables was eliminated 
from the regression. The presence of intercorr.elatlon not 
only reduced the statistical significance of the demand 
coefficients but also affected the size of the coefficients.
Data for the analysis were compiled on a monthly basis 
for the years 1954- through 1959. Monthly marketing periods 
appeared to be feasible in light of the nature of the 
product. Allocations of the 1958-59 sweet potato crop were 
also made for monthly periods.
Preliminary graphic analysis of price-quantity data for 
each market depicted differences in seasonal demand. Dis­
tinct levels of demand were noted with each level appearing 
to have similar slope.
The price-quantity observations tended to group to­
gether in three distinct levels for most of the markets. 
Observations for six months of the marketing season -- 
September, October, January, February, March, and April 
clustered together; observations for November and December 
fell together; and August observations clustered together.
The remaining three months -- May, June, and July were . 
eliminated from this analysis. Accurate relationships 
for these three months could not be established because of 
the limited shipments during this period. For ease of 
discussion, the August period, the six months period, and
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the two months period will be referred to as marketing period 
1, 2, and 3, respectively.
The market demand is greatest in marketing period 3 and 
least during marketing period 1. These levels with similar 
slopes indicate the basic nature of the demand relationship 
has not changed. Therefore, a seasonal shifter, or the 0-1 
variable concept is incorporated in the analysis which allows 
all seasons to be included in a single analysis. In this 
instance the seasonal variable takes on the value of 0 or 1, 
depending on whether the period of observations includes that 
season.
The data were subjected to both linear and non-linear 
techniques to determine which analysis would yield the best 
fit. Transformation of the data into logarithms and squares 
did not increase the closeness of fit. Therefore, the sta­
tistical model generated takes the linear f.orm of:
(l) Y = a + k-^ X-^  + bgXg + + b^X^
ft
In this equation Y is wholesale price in dollars per carlot
equivalent,^ a denotes the Y-intercept, X^ is quantity in
■x 4
carlot unloads, X^ is per capita disposable income,
X., and X^ are seasonal variables using the 0-1 concept, 
and b1? b2 , and b^ are the respective regression coeffi­
cients. -
See Appendix Table 1.
^See Appendix Table 2.
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Demand Functions
Individual Markets
The demand functions for individual consuming- centers 
are derived from the estimating equation developed in the 
preceding section. Table IV shows the estimated regression 
coefficients, their significance and corresponding standard 
errors for the 1954-59 period. The quantity coefficient 
establishes the slope of demand but the level is adjusted 
to conditions existing in the 1958-59 marketing season.
The a is the constant term in the equation. It repre­
sents the price at which no sweet potatoes would be pur­
chased. The b ’s represent the rate of change of the dependent 
variable per unit change in each Independent variable when the 
other independent variables are held constant. Apparently 
the unloads of sweet potatoes and per capita disposable 
income are negatively related to the wholesale price of sweet 
potatoes, whereas the seasons are positively related to price. 
These same relationships are true for all the markets with 
the exception of the Income variable. Disposable income is 
positively related to price in the Dev; York, Los Angeles, 
and Hew Orleans consuming centers.
As expected, the analysis shows that the wholesale 
price for a given quantity of sweet potatoes is higher in 
marketing period 3 for some consuming centers. This period 
includes the Thanksgiving and Christmas holidays. A large 
number of consumers buy sweet potatoes as a special food for 
these holidays.
Table IV. Estimated'Values of Regression Coefficients for Demand Equations, for 
Specified Markets, 1954-59
: Unload : Disposabl e income
Markets • ^| values ‘Coefficients *p »
Standard
errors ‘.Coefficients^ • *
Standard
errors
Chicago 3517.13345 - 7.76365** 2.53620 '- .61156NS .46904
Cleveland 5554.07600 -30.43288** 5.17260 -1.29281X .71166
Detroit 4624.42075 -14.33089** 3.19694 -1.18112US .75016
Hew York City " 1489.93640 - 3.90202** 1.08565 - .36295NS .27370
St. Louis 5560.61550 -30.05136** 6.07620 -1.62909* .65384
Los Angeles 2731.37065 - 6.50210** 1.35329 .27530NS .03074
New Orleans 1085.47485 -17.14483** 3.36620 .56093NS .06590
x Significant at 
* Significant at
the .10 level, 
the .05 level*
(Continued)
** Significant at the ,01 level.
NS Hot significant at the .10 level.
V_>J
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Table IV. (Continued)
Markets
Season (Coefficient
! of
;correlation
: Marketing period 2 : Marketing period 3
|Coefficients] • «
Standard
errors 1 Coefficients; » •
Standard
errors
Chicago 759.14650** 236.28449 1480.44450** 444.82204 .46673*
Cleveland 978.29945** 186.89490 1678.00959** 287.81447 .69174**
Detroit 850.90590** 197.03172 1199.28640** 271.72470 .61297**
New York City 233.46854NS 175.08846 657.44795* 306.10764 .53336**
St. Louis 791.54110** 189.74444 1326.03715** 282.15780 .61588**
Los Angeles ' 366.01534x 192.45616 - - .70831**
New Orleans- 586.85455 132.71569 - - .67778**
x Significant at the .10 level.
* Significant at the .05 level.
** Significant at the .01 level.
IS Hot significant at the .10 level.
'oj
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In order to estimate the price associated with varying 
quantities, the Y-intercept for each consuming center must be 
adjusted by the relevant variables— income and season. This 
reduces the demand function to the following equation:
(2) Y* = A + h1X1 , 
where Y, b, and X denote the same values as defined in equa­
tion (l) and A is defined as : A = a + bgX2 + + b^X^ ,
where the symbols denote the same quantities as in equation 
(1). Estimates for the demand equations for individual con­
suming center are computed for each time period for the 
1958-59 marketing season and presented in Tables V, VI, and 
VII. As an example, A for Cleveland in the August marketing 
period is calculated as follows:
A = 47^9+(-1.292-81) (2208) + (978. 29945) ( . 64) + (1678.00959)
(.24)
A = $2,923
hhen the A value is substituted in equation (2), prices 
associated with varying quantities can be calculated. Func­
tions for other consuming centers are derived similarly. 
Statistical Test for Combining Markets
As stated earlier, the aggregate market approach or 
combining of cross sectional data failed to yield a logical 
demand function. A further analysis was made to see if the 
demand functions computed for the individual markets could 
be combined into a single demand function appropriate for all 
markets.
Two statistical tests were made (Table VIII). In one 
analysis a test was made to see if one regression of the
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Table V. Coefficients for Demand Functions for Specified 
Consuming Centers, Marketing Period 1, 1958-59 Marketing 
Season
Consuming : 
centers :
A • 
values
••
••
Unload
coefficients
Atlanta 3312 -17.14483
Baltimore 1971 - 3.90202
Birmingham 3798 -17.14483
Boston 2075 - 3.90202
Chicago 2624 - 7.76365
Cincinnati 2609 -30.43288
Cleveland 2923 -30.43288
Dallas-Ft. Worth 3307 -17.14483
Denver 3607 - 6.50210
Detroit . 2691 -14.33089
Kansas City 2616 -30.05736
Los Angeles 3303 - 6.50210
Louisville 2741 . -30.05736
Minneapolis-St. Paul 2412 - 7.76365
Few Orleans 2238 -17.14483
New York-Newark 2210 - 3.90202
Philadelphia 2157 - 3.90202
Pittsburgh 3098 -30.43288
Portland 3026 - 6.50210
St, Louis 2747 -30.05736
San Francisco-Oakland 3689 - 6.50210
Washington, D. C. 2885 - 3.90202
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Table VI. Coefficients for Demand. Functions for Specified 
Consuming Centers, Marketing Period 2, 1958-59 Marketing 
Season
Consuming : A *» Unload
center : values •• coefficients
Atlanta 3143 -17.14483
Baltimore 1561 - 3.90202
Birmingham 2935 -17.14483
■Boston 1793 - 3.90202
Chicago 2684 - 7.76365 '
Cincinnati 2713 -30.43288
Cleveland 3436 t-30. 43288
Dallas-Ft. Forth 2625 -17.14483
Denver 2058 - 6.50210
Detroit 2764 -14.33089
Kansas City 2654 -30.05736
Los Angeles 3236 - 6.50210
Louisville 2195 -30.05736
Minneapolls-St. Paul 2354 - 7.76365
New Orleans 2319 -17.14483
New York-Newark 2542 - 3.90202
Philadelphia 1918 - 3.90202
Pittsburgh 3463 ■ -30.43288
Portland 2645 - 6.50210
St, Louis ' 2806 ' -30.05736
San-Franclsco-Oakland 3016 - 6.50210
Washington, D. C. 1734 - 3.90202
,r.*
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Table VII. Coefficients for Demand Functions for Specified 
Consuming Centers, Marketing Period 3, 1958-59 Marketing 
Season
Consuming : 
centers :
A
values
: Unload 
: coefficients
Atlanta 3244 ' -17.14483
Baltimore 1719 - 3.90202
Birmingham 2554 -17.14483
Boston 1939 - 3.90202
Chicago 3646 - 7.76365
Cincinnati 3514 -30.43288
Cleveland 4415 -30.43288
Dallas-Ft. Worth • 2882 -17.14483
Denver 2416 - 6.50210
Detroit 3319 -14.33089
Kansas City 2979 -30.05736
Los Angeles 3827 - 6.50210
Louisville 2496 -30.05736
Minneapolis-St. Paul 2706 ■ - 7.76365
Hew Orleans 2692 -17.14483
hew York-1!euarlc 3201 - 3.90202
Philadelphia 2274 - 3.90202
Pittsburgh 4405 -30.43288
Portland 2666 - 6.50210
St. Louis 3538 -30.05736
San Francisco-Oakland 3148 - 6.50210
Washington, D. C. 2060 - 3.90202
usual form could be fitted to all observations. In making 
this test it was necessary to compute (1) the mean square 
the difference in the sum of squares of deviations from 
regression of all observations and the sum of squares of 
pooled deviations for each market, and (2) the mean square 
of the pooled' sum of squares. Calculation of an S' value 
equal to 4.72, with 20 and 229 degrees of freedom (Test 1, 
Table VIII), indicated that one regression of the.usual 
form cannot be fitted to all observations.
A second test was made to see if the regression 
coefficient for each market estimates the same population 
regression coefficient. In other words is the slope of 
the demand curves in the different markets the same? If 
so the same regression coefficients could be used for all 
markets. To solve this test it was necessary to compute 
(l) the mean square of the difference in the sum of 
squares of deviations from a regression fitted to the 
pooled sum of squares and the sums of cross products for 
each of the markets, (2) the pooled sum of squares of 
deviations from regression fitted to the- data for each 
market, and (3) the mean squares of the latter sum of 
squares. Calculation of an P value equal to 4.79 with 16 
and 229 degrees of freedom (Test 2, Table VIII) indicates 
that the same regression coefficients cannot be used for 
the independent variables.
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Table VIII* Calculation of Mean Squares Required for Testing 
Hypotheses Regarding Regression in Groups-*-
Source of 
variation
:Degrees of; 
: freedom :
Sum of. : 
squares :
Mean : 
squares :
E
value
Total 249 150.5592
Within 245 142.2940 —
£*d2 229 106.6071 .4655 —
Test 1 20 43.9521 2.1976 4.72**
Test 2 16 35.6869 2.2304 4.79**
^"Based on Chicago, Cleveland, Detroit, Mew York, and 
St. Louis markets.
**Sig’nif leant beyond the .01 level.
Elasticity of Demand
Elasticity of demand is generally stated as the per­
centage change in quantity associated with a one per cent 
change in price. If the elasticity is less than unity so 
that a given percentage change in price results in a smaller 
percentage change in quantity the demand is inelastic. When 
the- percentage change in price results in a greater per­
centage change in consumption the demand is elastic. When 
proportionate changes occur unitary elasticity exists.
Shepherd^ states that valid estimates of elasticity of 
demand may be obtained by use of a least squares multiple 
regression analysis for which price Is the dependent vari­
able, and supply and some demand shifters are used as inde­
pendent variables.. An algebraic.transformation must be made 
after the equation has been fitted to derive the appropriate
^Geoffrey S. Shepherd, Agricultural Price Analysis 
(Fourth Edition; Ames: The Iowa State College Press, 1957),
p. 147.
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coefficient of elasticity since elasticity refers to a 
percentage change in quantity associated with a given 
change in price. The elasticitv will differ somewhat de­
pending on whether price or quantity is used as the
dependent variable in the repression analysis. Only
2with a perfect r by either method will, the elasticities 
be the same.
Table IX shows the elasticity of demand for sweet 
potatoes in several markets as determined in this study.
The average elasticitv of these markets is about -2.0, As 
price is increased by 1 per cent quantity will decrease by 
2 per cent.
Very few studies have been made concerning the elas­
ticity of demand . f'or sweet potatoes. Pox has computed a 
production price coefficient of -.74 for sweet potatoes 
based on yearly data, for 1922-4-1. ^  He 'states that the 
elasticity of market' demand, may be decidedly- different 
since a. larre portion of sweet potatoes produced are used 
on the farms where crown. Demand at the market level 
will typically-, be more elastic than at. the farm level,
°Karl A. Pox. "Factors- Affecting Farm Income, Farm 
Prices, and Pood Consumption." .Agricultural Economics 
Research, III (July 1951)« p. 77.
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Table IX. Elasticity of Demand for Sweet Potatoes in 
Specified Markets for the 1958-59 Marketing Season!
Consuming ~  Elasticity
Center___________________________________ of_demand_____
Chicago 
St, Louis 
Cleveland 
Detroit 
Mew York City 
New Orleans 
Los Angeles
^Based on 1 east squares, multiple regression analysis 
for which price is the dependent variable.
-1.94
-1.41
- 1.30
-2.61
- 1.88
- 2.21
-2.47
CHAPTER V
TRANSPORTATION AND MARKETING 
CHARGES FOR SWEET POTATOES
The purpose of this chapter is to present marketing 
charges for sweet potatoes shipped from different production 
areas to specified consuming centers. Marketing charges 
must he considered in evaluating the competitive position 
of a state in the distribution of sweet potatoes. Two 
groups of marketing charges may be incurred by the seller,
(1) selling costs, and (2) transportation costs. Each group 
will be considered separately.
Selling Costs in Major Markets
Selling costs in this study refer to costs incurred by 
the sweet potato seller in the wholesale market. In recent 
years selling costs have decreased greatly through changing 
methods of sale. Currently, the majority of sweet potato 
sales are made to direct market outlets rather than by con­
signment to commission firms.''' When direct sales are made, 
fees to jobbers or brokers are eliminated.
A few sellers market sweet potatoes through inter­
mediary agents and pay a bz'okerage fee. This fee Is rather 
consistent in amount among major markets and is generally 
levied on a per package or per truck basis. Vegetable
■'"This author interviewed shippers in the Louisiana 
production area, and buyers and market news representatives 
In Chicago and New York City. Each stated that most of the 
sweet potatoes are sold directly to chain store and other 
wholesale and retail stores.
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brokers in nine major consuming centers were contacted to 
determine brokerage fees. Most of these centers reported 
a .10 per crate fee. When made on a truck basis the broker­
age fee ranged from $25 to $50 depending on whether the 
load' was sold solid or divided.
Another selling cost that may occur is an inspection 
charge. Inspection of a shipment by official inspectors is 
seldom made at the consuming center. Some of the individ­
ual states have their own grade requirements and. standards
2
which are imposed by the industry on the shippers. States 
without this service are forced to comply with order speci­
fication because of the competition existing in the industry. 
Only in case of a controversy is an inspection requested.
If requested a U.S.D.A. inspector inspects the load for 
grade or condition requirements. A fee ranging from $10 to 
$18 per load is charged. This cost may vary according to 
type of inspection or to locality.
Selling costs incurred by sweet potato sellers in the 
wholesale market are negllgble. Therefore, selling costs 
are not included in the analysis of this study. In in­
stances where charges were incurred by selling through 
commission firms the net prices received for sweet potatoes 
will be overstated accordingly.
2The Louisiana Sweet Potato Commission imposes certain 
grade requirements and standards for sweet potatoes distri­
buted by Louisiana shippers. An assessment of two cents per 
bushel is levied on all sweet potatoes inspected for fresh 
market and processing.
Transportation Costs 
This section will present estimates of motor transpor­
tation charges for routes connecting each producing area 
with specified consuming centers. The analysis will con­
sist of developing a transportation rate model for motor 
carriers and applying the model in computing Interregional 
transportation costs.
Method of Transportation
Movement of sweet potatoes from all shipping areas can 
be made by both truck and rail, but the greater per cent of 
shipments is now made by truck. Twelve years ago the 
opposite was true. As reported by the Louisiana Market 
News Service during the 1958-59 season, Louisiana shipped 
98.3 per cent or 6,674- carlot equivalents of its commercial 
crop by truck. Only 115 cars were shipped by rail. Even 
fewer rail shipments were made from other areas of production.
The tremendous shift from use of rail carriers to 
truck is attributed primarily to- faster service offered by 
truckers, less need for rehandling, and greater flexibility 
in serving markets, particularly those destinations which 
cannot be served directly by the railroads. The rail 
carrier may still have a decided advantage in serving some 
markets, however.
Transportation Rate Model
Truck Rates: Transportation charges used in this study
are restricted to truck rates since almost all shipments now 
move by truck. Rates were obtained from a survey of truck
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brokers and shippers operating in the Louisiana sweet potato 
area. Table X shows truck rates from Louisiana to specified 
consuming centers.
Since rates for shipping sweet potatoes are not regu­
lated by the Interstate Commerce Commission they could vary 
among areas and from time to time depending upon the supply 
and demand for trucking services. However, one might 
expect this variation to be relatively small for the fol­
lowing reasons. First, trucking services are mobile. It is 
often possible for trucking firms to dispatch from a number 
of different points. Second, the costs Involved In hauling 
sweet potatoes would seem to be relatively uniform among 
trucking firms. This is especially true of variable costs.
Rate structure appears to be relatively stable over 
time. They also tend to be uniform both within and between' 
areas. Truck rates from Louisiana were used in developing 
a rate model. It was necessary to estimate rates for those 
routes used infrequently or for potential routes where rates 
were not available. To estimate these rates, estimating 
equations were derived from the rates used. Rates for all­
routes used in the study were then computed from the 
estimating equation.
^The Interstate Commerce Act exempts motor carriers 
of agricultural commodities (including unmanufactured products 
therepjf) from economic regulation by the Interstate Commerce 
Commission. Economic regulation Includes control over who may 
engage in trucking, the routes or areas to be served, and the 
rates to be charged.
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Table X. Motor Transportation Charges for Sweet Potatoes and
Shipping Distance from Louisiana to Specified Consuming
Centers, 1958-59 Season
Consuming ' : Transportation charge-' :"Shipping
center_____________ : Per crate:Per carload"^ ' ; distance^
"T Dollars] (Miles)
Chicago .55- 275 995
Denver .65 325 1,189
Louisville .50 250 770
Boston .90 450 1,673
Detroit .65 325 1,137
Minneapolis-St. Paul .70 350 1,191
Kansas City. • 50 250 729
St. Louis .45 225 753
Cincinnati .55 275 881
Cleveland .65 325 1,126
New York City .80 400 1,451
Pittsburgh .70 350 1,171
Philadelphia .75 375 1,3 66
Source: Prom a survey 
operating in
of
the
truck
sweet
brokers and 
potato area.
shippers
^The charges are based on 500 crates per carload
2The mileage applies to the primary 
in the state, Opelousas, Louisiana.
shipping poi:
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Estimating Equation: Transportation charges for ship­
ping sweet potatoes from a given production area to a par­
ticular market depend upon (l) the rate per mile, and (2) 
the distance to market. To establish the relationship 
between transportation costs and distance the general equa­
tion for transportation rates as a function of distance can 
be written:
Y = f(X),
where Y is transportation in dollars and X is the approximate 
highway mileage between shipping point and destination. 
Several, forms of the regression technique were considered 
but it-was found that the appropriate form of the general 
equation to use was:
Y = a +
where Y is the transportation charge in dollars per carlot, 
a is the Y-intercept, b-^  is the regression coefficient, and 
X-^  is the shipping distance in miles. This equation states 
that after a constant charge for loading and other fixed 
charges are paid, the transportation rate increased at a 
constant rate as distance is increased.
The results of the regression analysis gave the follow­
ing estimates:
Y*= 70.23 + .226X1 
The estimated b value was significant beyond the .01 level
and the equation explained 97.07 per cent of the variation 
in transportation charges.
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Interregional Transportation Costs
Units costs of transportation between selected pro­
duction and consuming centers were computed using the 
estimating equation developed in the previous section.
These charges as shown in Table XI are based on 500 crates 
per carload. It was necessary to compute costs from each 
producing area to all markets analyzed in the problem. A 
particular production area, although not supplying all con­
suming centers, may need to alter its shipments if potatoes 
are distributed optimumly.
Twenty four states shipped to at least one or more of, 
the markets in the 1958-59 season. Only a few states, how­
ever, are major competitors of Louisiana. When cost of 
transportation is considered alone, Louisiana is at a disad­
vantage relative to competition in several of the major 
markets. New Jersey, Virginia, and North Carolina are 
Louisiana's chief competitors, having decisive cost advantages 
in the North Eastern markets and parts of the Midwest. 
Louisiana has a slight locational advantage over Texas and 
a decided advantage over California in these same markets.
All the major sweet potato producing states with the exception 
of California are located such that they have approximately 
the same advantage in supplying the Chicago market. Cali­
fornia has a distinct, advantage in supplying the far Western
markets.
Table XI.- Estimated Cost of Transportation for Sweet Potatoes, By Shipping Points and
Consuming .Centers, 1953-59 Season
Consuming
center
Shipping points
: Ala.
: Cullman
: Ariz. : Ark. : 
: Phoenix : El Dorado;
Cal. 
Atwater ;
Del. Fla. 
Salisbury ;Ft. Pierce
2
Dollars per carlot equivalents
Atlanta 105 500 200 635 245 195
Baltimore 260 605 540 700 95 305
Birmingham 85 460 160 600 270 220
Boston 555 690 455 775 170 395
Chicago 210 475 245 550 250 355
Cincinnati 175 500 240 595 210 300
Cleveland 250 545 295 625 175 350
Dallas-Ft. Worth 250 510 155 500 415 355
Denver 570 260 295 335 46s 530
Detroit 255 555 290 610 210 p60
Kansas City 225 560 190 470 335 375
Los Angeles . 555 ■ 160 460 130 700 685
Louisville 150 480 215 595 235 295
Minneapolis-St.•Paul 295 470 285 510 345 440
New Orleans 165 420 145 565 355 250
New York-Newark 505 640 585 730 120 345
Philadelphia 285 620 365 715 100 325
Pittsburgh 255 555 305 650 145 330
Portland 660 590 625 235 755 815
St. Louis 175 420 180 530 280 320
San Francisco-Oakland 615 250 . 540 100 750 760
Washington, D. C. 255 605 335 700 100 295
(Continued)
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Table XI. Estimated Cost of Transportation for Sweet Potatoes, By Shipping Points and
Consuming Centers, 1958-59 Season
f! n vi cl im ^ ti tr * — Shipping pointsV U i l O  Lilii J» lA«s\
center ( Ga. • : Americus :
111.
Dongol
: Ind. 
a : Owensville:
Io. : Kan. 
Muscatine : Manhattan
» Tr __ivy. , 
: Dresden
Dollars per carlot equivalent
Atlanta 100 180 170 250 280 155
Baltimore 250 270 240 265 540 265
Birmingham 120 170 165 240 260 155
Boston 540 555 520 540 420 355
Chicago 260 155 150 115 210 175
Cincinnati 205 155 125 . 175 250 155
Cleveland 260 210 180 195 275 210
Dali a s-Ft. Wor th 255 225 260 260 190 205
Denver 425 500 505 260 185 315
Detroit 265 215 180 175 265 215
Kansas City 285 155 165 145 95 175
Los Angeles 585 550 555 510 410 515
Louisville 200 150 100 175 ' 215 130
Minneapolis-St. Paul 560 250 255 140 200 245
hew Orleans 185 205 255 280 290 190
hew Tork-Kewark 290 505 275 ■ 500 570 305
Philadelphia 270 285 255 285 355 290
Pittsburgh 270 220 190 215 290 220
Portland 715 590 595 550 485 605
St. Louis 255 100 105 120 155 120
San Francisco-Oakland 660 585 590 525 475 595
Washington,' D. C. 240 270 240 270 540 260
(Continued)
Table XI. (Continued)
Consuming * 
center '
Shipping point
La.
Opelousas
: Kd.
:Salisbury :
Kiss. : 
Vardaman :
Mo, : N. J. 
Manchester: Vineland
■ T.7
I i\i* I’! .
: Portales
Dollars per carlot equivalent
Atlanta 210 245 145 200 250 365
Baltimore 355 95 290 260 95 465
Birmingham 175 270 105 190 275 325
Boston 450 170 380 345 145 550
Chicago 275 250 225 140 245 350
Cincinnati 275 210 195 155 210 360
Cleveland 325 175 ■ 250 195 170 405
Dallas-Ft, Worth 155 415 185 220 420 175
Denver 325 465 350 265 465 180
Detroit 325 210 255 190 205 400
Kansas City 250 335 205 130 335 235
Los Angeles 485 700 510 495 710 305
Louisville 250 235 170 135 235 355
Minneapolis-St. Paul 350 343 295 205 340 340
New Orleans 100 355 150 235 360 290 .
New York-Newark 400 . 120 330 295 140 500
Philadelphia 37 P 100 315 275 95 485
Pittsburgh 350 145 260 210 140 420
Portland 630 •755 125 550 750 445
St. Louis 225 280 170 75 280 280
San Prancisco-Oakland 560 750 590 5P0 745 395
Washington, D. C. 345 100 280 260 105 465
{"Continued)
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Table XI, (Continued)
 ■  Shipping, points__________
H. 0. : Pa, : S. C. : Tenn. : Tex, : ■ Va.
Benson ; York : Kingstree : Dresden : Tyler : Onley
Dollars per carlot equivalent
Atlanta 165 235 140 155 . 240 220
Baltimore 145 80 185 265 385 110
Birmingham 205 260 180 135 200 260
Boston 240 160 275 355 665 180
Chicago 265 220 270 175 285 270
Cincinnati 200 185 210 155 280 220
Cleveland 210 145 250 210 335 190
Dallas-Ft. Worth 355 405 330 205 95 405
Denver 470 435 465 315 275 480
Detroit 235 180 270 215 330 230
Kansas City ■ 325 310 320 175 200 360
Los Angeles 685 685 660 515 420 715
Louisville 205 205 205 130 255 240
Minneapolis-St. Paul 360 315 365 245 305 365
Mew Orleans 300 345 255 190 165 335
Mew York-Mewark 190 110 225 305 425 135
Philadelphia 170 90 230 290 405 115
Pittsburgh 180 115 220 220 355 160
Portland 760. 720 755 605 580 770
St. Louis 265 250 260 120 220 300
San Prancisco-Oakland 755 715 735 595 500 765
Washington, D. C. 140 90 175 260 375 110
■^Salisbury, Maryland is the shipping point for Delaware and Maryland,
2These charges are based on 500 crates per carlot and are computed from estimates 
obtained from the regression analysis in the preceding section.
^Dresden, Tennessee is the shipping point for Kentucky and Tennessee.
Consuming
center
CHAPTER VI 
OPTIMUM DISTRIBUTIONS OF SWEET POTATOES 
This chapter presents an evaluation of the optimum 
distribution of sweet potatoes for Louisiana and the entire 
industry under specified situations.
An optimum distribution as used in this study is 
defined as the allocation that maximizes net returns to 
shippers under conditions of perfect competition. The 
returns resulting from distributions under this market 
structure might not be. as great as returns from,actual 
distributions if significant deviations from perfect 
competition prevail.
In determining optimum allocations the demand func­
tions developed in Chapter IV, transportation costs devel­
oped in Chapter V, and receipts in each consuming center 
from all producing areas were used. Allocations were 
derived with use of a 650 IBM computer. Two IBM programs 
were necessary; one to obtain the proper distribution of 
sweet potatoes, and the.other to obtain net prices and 
revenues for each producing area.
Optimum Distribution from Louisiana 
Net prices and revenues for sweet potato shippers 
located in Louisiana were estimated for three distribution 
patterns. These alternatives include (l) the actual dis­
tribution for the 1958-59 marketing season, (2) the optimum 
distribution of Louisiana supplies with actual shipments to
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consuming centers from competitors, and (3) the optimum dis­
tribution for Louisiana shipments with their volume increased 
50 per cent.
With Actual Shipments from Competitors
■Luring the nine-month period from August 1958 through 
April 1959, Louisiana shipped 3,100 carlot unloads or 24 
per cent of-the total volume to the 22 consuming centers. 
Average revenue per carlot, wholesale price less transporta­
tion costs, was $1,654 and the total net revenue was $5,128,402. 
An optimum distribution of the same amount would have re­
sulted in an increase in net revenue *per carlot of $184 or 
a total increase in net revenue to $5,696,315 to the 
Louisiana industry.
With given shipments from other states, an optimum 
allocation of Louisiana sweet potatoes accordingly would 
have resulted in some market changes (Table XII). Louisiana 
would now sell where the greatest net revenue per carlot 
could be obtained. Accordingly, increased shipments 
should be made to Denver, Detroit, and Minneapolis; and 
Los Angeles, Portland, and San Prancisco should be. added 
as new markets. Increased shipments to these markets 
would have decreased supplies available for other markets, 
particularly shipments to less frequently used markets 
such as Baltimore, Boston, Hew York City, Philadelphia, 
and Washington, D. C. Shipments from Louisiana were not 
allowed to move into the Dallas-Ft. Worth area because of 
quarantine regulations restricting entry of potatoes from
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weevil infested areas. Distributions and revenues for 
individual marketing periods are summarized in Appendix 
■Tables’3-5.
With Louisiana Volume Increased
An evaluation was made on what effect the changing of 
volume of Louisiana sweet potatoes would have on the level 
of revenue obtained by shippers. Since the shippers are 
faced with an elastic demand only an increase in supply 
would increase revenue.
It was determined that the optimum level of increase 
in volume would vary tremendously with the marketing period 
under consideration and in some instances the optimum level 
would be much greater than Louisiana’s potential production 
capacity. Therefore it appeared advisable to determine the 
optimum level of shipments on the basis of potential produc­
tion.
Based on past records, the area devoted to sweet 
potato production has been about 100,000 acres. This acreage 
appears to be fairly well confined by soil and climate 
requirements, and alternative land uses. Prospects for 
increased yields of 20 to 25 per cent appear to be forth­
coming, particularly since some of the new varieties devel­
oped, such as the Centennial, are higher yielding. These 
prospective yields plus some flexibility in acreage indi­
cates that Louisiana could increase its shipments by 50 per 
cent over the 1958-59 volume.
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Table XII. Actual and Optimum Distribution, Net Revenue, 
and Estimated Receipts for Louisiana Sweet Potatoes with 
Given Distribution from Competing Areas, 1958-59 Marketing 
Season
Consuming :Receipts from all areasiReceipts from La.
center : Actual :Optimum :Actual :Optimum
Carlot equivalents
Atlanta 723 723
Baltimore 607 585 22
Birmingham 695 693 2
Boston 412 410 2
Chicago 1,091 888 951 748
Cincinnati 304 233 137 66
Cleveland 462 414 348 300
Dallas-Pt. North 489 489
Denver 211 254 72 115
Detroit 499 436 439 376
Kansas City . 201 184 115 98
Los Angeles 1,423 1,495 72
Louisville 107 62 83 38
Minneapolis-St. Paul 124 323 73 272
New Orleans 399 242 399 242
New York-Newark . 2., 007 1,930 77
Philadelphia 1,156 1,134 . 22
Pittsburgh 499 425 134 60
Portland 150 306 156
St. Louis 356 267 219 130
San Prancisco-Oakland 533 960 427
Washington, D. C. 317 ........312 . 5
'Total receints 12.765 12,765. .3,.100 _ . 3,100
Net revenue(dollars)21,791,443 22,359,356 5.128,402 5,696,315
Optimum distribution is defined as the distribution that
maximized net revenue to each production area under conditions
of perfect competition.
An increase of 50 per cent would, have increased the 
volume of Louisiana potatoes available to the 22 consuming 
centers to 4,648 carlot equivalents. Bet prices resulting 
from an optimum distribution would be reduced to $1,661 per 
carldt, but total net revenue for Louisiana shippers would 
increase to #7,722,183 or 35.6 per cent. Bet revenue for 
the entire industry would increase only approximately nine 
per cent.
I-Iarkets supplied by Louisiana shippers would remain 
the same as under the optimum distribution before an in­
crease in volume with the exception of Washington, D. C. as 
a new market (Table XIII), The volume supplied in the mar­
kets would increase but in varying■proportions. Distribu­
tions and revenues for individual marketing periods are 
summarized in Appendix Tables 6-8.
Optimum Distributions from Louisiana 
and Competing Areas
The preceding section considered optimum distributions 
for Louisiana with given shipments from other producing 
areas. It appears logical, however, for other states to 
change their pattern of shipments if it is profitable for 
one to do so. Therefore, this section considers the optimum 
distribution for all states in conjunction with each other.
Two situations are evaluated in this section; (l) The
optimum distribution of sweet potatoes for each competing 
area in conjunction with each.other, and (2) the optimum 
distribution for each producing area with Louisiana volume
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Table XIII. Effect, of Increase in Volume of Louisiana Sweet 
Potatoes on Optimum Distribution and Estimated Wet Revenue 
for Louisiana Shippers with Given Distributions from Com­
peting Areas, 1958-59 Marketing Season
Consuming
center
Total receints all areas :Receipts from La.
Quantity : La. volume : incr. 50^
• • 
♦ •
;Quantity:
Volume 
incr, 50%
Carlot equivalents
Atlanta 723 723
Baltimore 585 585
Birmingham 693 693
Boston 410 410
Chicago 888 1,062 748 922
Cincinnati 233 271 66 104
Cleveland 4l4 463 300 349
Dallas-Ft. Worth 489 489
Denver 254 374 115 235
Detroit 436 536 376 476
Kansas City 184 230 98 144
Los Angeles 1,495 1,663 72 ■ 240
Louisville 62 112 38 88
Minneapolis-St. Paul 323 497 272 446
Mew Orleans 242 324 242 324'
N ew York- IT ewark 1,930 1,930
Philadelphia 1,134 1,134
Pittsburgh 425 471 60 106
Portland 306 502 156 352
St. Louis 267 311 130 174
San Francisco-Oakland 960 • 1,187 427 654
Washington, D. C. 312 346 34
Total receipts 12,765.,. 14,313 „_Jnl00___ 4,648
Met revenue(dollars)22,359.356 24,385.224 5,696,515 7,722,181
^Optimum distribution is defined as the distribution
that maximized net revenue to each production area under
conditions of perfect competition.
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increased 50 per cent. In addition, corresponding volumes 
and wholesale prices in consuming centers and net prices and 
revenue to shippers are presented.
Optimum Distribution for the Entire Industry
Ero 11 ■ August 1958 through April 1959, a total of 
12,765 carlot equivalents were accounted for ill the 22 con­
suming, centers. These unloads had a wholesale value of 
$23,968,343, transportation costs were $2,176,900, leaving 
a net revenue to producers amounting to $21,791,443 (Table 
XIV). The same volume distributed optimumly would have 
increased wholesale value $923,528, increased transportation 
costs $280,115, and resulted in an increase of net returns 
of $643,413 or 3.0 per cent.
Table XV shows a comparison of the net revenue to 
each producing area under actual and optimum distribution 
patterns. An optimum distribution appears .to be more pro­
fitable to some areas than others; Louisiana-would benefit 
only slightly. Wholesale value to Louisiana shippers would 
Increase by $404,216 but transportation costs would 
increase by $378,328 under optimum allocation.
Changes in net revenue for individual producing areas 
would range frorn an increase of $316,162 for New Jersey to 
a decrease of $520,835 for California. Percentage changes 
in net revenue ranged from an increase of 36.1 per cent for
Florida to a decrease of 17.3 per cent for Iowa. Most of 
the ma^or sweet potato states would benefit substantially
Table XIV. Summary of Value', Costs and Returns for Sweet Potatoes from All Producing 
Areas Among Twenty-two United States Consuming Centers, by Marketing Periods, August 
1958 through April 1959 "
Marketing v°lume : Wholesale value in : Transportation : Net .returns in
period carlot : consuming centers : costs  : producing areas______
-  : equivalents: Actual ; optimum '|'r^ ~Actual~ : Optimum : Actual : Optimum
1 671 I 1,563,303 $1,792,575 4 112,740 $ 127,695 $1,451,063 $1,664,880
2 8,064 14,553,780 15,183,636 1,351,590 1,614,420 13,202,190 13,569,216
3 4,030______7.850,760 7.915,660 712,570 714,900 7,138,190 7,200,760
Total 12,765 23,968,343 24,891,871 2,176,900 2,457.015 21,791,443 22,434,856
Ret
difference $923 . 528________ $280,115 • ____ __$643,413______
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Table XV. Net Revenue to Producing Areas for Sweet Potatoes 
Under Actual and Optimum1 Distribution Patterns, 1958-59 
Marketing Season
Producing : Net re^nue " "  : Net change "from
area  _________: Actual : Optimujn : actual to optimum
Dollars Per cent
Alabama 1,016,968 1,158,723 141,755 13.9
Arizona 196,064 216,769 20,705 10.6
Arkansas 16,756 15,912 844 - 5.0
California 4,747 5 363 4,226,528 -520,835 -11.0
Delaware 10,682 13,424 2,742 ,25.7
Florida 2,440 . 3,320 880 36.1
Georgia • 684,860 714,204 29,344 4.3
Illinois 3,690 3,550 140 - 3.8
Indiana 13,776 14,034 258 1.9
Iowa 17,500 14,474 - 3,026 -17.3
Kansas 136,616 124,310 - 12,306 - 9.0
Kentucky 3,736 3,590 146 - 3.9
Louisiana 5,128,402 5,154,293: 25,891 .5
Maryland 1,021,374 1,164,281 142,907 14.0
Mississippi 232,985 302,129 69,144 29.7
Missouri 148,307 158,540 10,233 6.9
New Jersey- 5.532,.884 3,849,046 316,162 8.9
New Mexico 79,153 92,112 12,959 16.4
North Carolina 1,664,131 1,770,607 106,476 6,4
South Carolina 135,699 147,964 12,265 9.0
Tennessee 97,303 102,552 5,249 5.4
Texas 1,277,659 1,340,086 62,427 4,9
Virginia 1.623,095 . 1,844,408 221.313 . 12*6
Total revenue 21/72L.441_ 22,434,856 . 643.413 _ ™ 2 , o
Optimum distribution is defined as the distribution 
that maximized net revenue to each production area under 
conditions of perfect competition.
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from an optimum distribution with the exception of Cali­
fornia whose net revenue would be decreased by about 11.0 
per cent. For a comparison of net revenue to each producing 
area by time periods see Appendix Tables 9-11.
Changing from actual to optimum distributions for each 
producing area increased volumes in some consuming centers 
and decreased volumes in others (Table XVI). The total car- 
lot equivalents did not change, however, for the available 
supply was distributed before the maximum net marginal 
revenue per carlot became negative. The change in volume 
ranged from an increase of 781 carlots in San Francisco- 
Oakland to a complete elimination of shipments to Baltimore. 
If shipments had been made to Baltimore the net revenue per 
carlot would have been lower than that obtainable in other 
markets. Percentage changes in volumes for individual con­
suming centers ranged from an increase of 309.7 per cent in 
Kinneapolis-St. Paul to a decrease of .100.0 per cent in • 
Baltimore. For some of the major consuming centers such as 
Chicago and New York City, volumes remained approximately the 
same under an optimum distribution. For distributions to 
each consuming center by time periods see Appendix Tables 
12-14,
Changes in pattern of shipments and net prices per car­
lot for individual states by time periods are presented in 
Appendix Tables 15-60. Several of the states' shipments 
would have the.same destination as before optimum distribu­
tions. Generally, producing states would supply the bulk of
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Table XVI. Unloads of Sweet Potatoes in Specified Consuming 
Centers with Actual and Optlmuml Distributions from All 
Producing Areas, 1958-59 Marketing Season
Consuming :Receipts from all areas: Met change
center   ____ _____ : Actual' T  Optimum' VActual Per cent
Carlot equivalents
Atlanta 723 689 - 34 - 4.7
Baltimore .6 07 -607 -100.0
Birmingham 695 . 573 -122 ' - 17.6
Boston 412 50 -362 - 87.9
Chicago 1,091 1,080 - 11 • - 1.0
Cincinnati 304 287 - 17 - 5.6
Cleveland 462 500 38 8.2
Dallas-Pt. Worth 489 467 - 22 - 4.5
Denver 211 378 167 - 79.1
Detroit 499 590 91 18.2
Kansas City 201 232 31' 15.4
Los Angeles 1,423 1,647 224 15.7
Louisville 107 123 16 15.0
Minneapolis-St. Paul 124 508 384 309.7
New Orleans 399 324 - 75 - 18.8
New York-Newark 2 ,007 1,864 -143 - 7.1
Philadelphia 1,156 518 -638 - 55.2
Pittsburgh 499 515 16 3.2
Portland 150 563 413 275.3
St. Louis 356 313 - 43 - 12.1
San Prancisco-Oakland 533 1,314 781 146.5
Washington, D. 0. ■317 230 - 87 .. - 27.4
Total unloads___ ._ 0 -
Optimum distribution is defined as the distribution
that maximized net revenue to each production area under
conditions of perfect competition.
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requirements to consuming centers located within their 
respective state and ship remaining supplies to other, con­
suming centers. For example, the Mew Orleans market would 
be supplied entirely by Louisiana shippers.
Shipments from Louisiana would be altered somewhat. 
Their shipments to Northeastern markets would be shifted to 
Western markets, particularly to Los Angeles. The majority 
of Louisiana shipments would be made to two consuming cen­
ters, namely; Los Angeles and Chicago. These two cities,- 
along with Kinneapolis-St. Paul, New Orleans, and St. Louis 
would receive the bulk of shipments originating in Louisiana.
Northeastern consuming centers would be supplied 
principally from Eastern Shore producers. Maryland, and 
Virginia would ship the bulk of their potatoes to New York 
City. New Jersey would also ship a substantial amount to 
New York City but would supply completely the demand in 
Philadelphia and Boston, and most of the.requirements in 
Pittsburgh. Washington, D. C. would be supplied primarily 
by North Carolina and Virginia.
North Central and Midwestern consuming centers would 
be supplied from several production areas since most of the 
cities in this section of the United States are not near a 
concentrated area of production. Kowe7/"er, each lndividus.1 
city would be supplied primarily from shippers located in 
only one or two states. Cincinnati and Louisville would be 
supplied principally by North Carolina; Cleveland and
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Detroit by New Jersey; and Chicago, Minneapolis-St. Paul,
St. Louis, and Kansas City by Louisiana.
Southern consuming centers would supplied principally 
by their respective state, Birmingham by Alabama, Dallas- 
Ft. Worth by Texas, Atlanta by Georgia, and New Orleans by 
Louisiana.
Western consuming centers would be supplied essentially 
by California, Texas, and Louisiana. However, all of Missis­
sippi's out of state shipments would be sent to Portland and 
all of New Mexico and Arizona shipments to Los Angeles. 
California would be the principal supplier in Portland and 
the only supplier in San Francisco-Oakland. Denver would be 
supplied mainly from Texas and Louisiana shippers, and Los 
Angeles by Louisiana, Texas, and California.
With Louisiana Volume Increased ^0 Per Cent
Increasing Louisiana's volume of sweet potatoes by 
50 per cent increased total carlot unloads for the entire - 
industry for the August 1958 through April 1959 period to 
14,313. Optimumly distributing the supplies would have 
increased revenue for the industry by 6.1 per cent or 
#1,378,802 (Table XVII). Obviously an increase in supply 
would lower prices in each market and thus lower total reve­
nue for each state with a fixed, supply. Louisiana would 
benefit considerably from the increase in supply. Although 
there would be a reduction in price 'per carload, a 50 per 
cent increase in volume would increase revenue by 40.6 per 
cent or #2,091,396 for Louisiana shippers. For a summarization
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Table XVII. Effects of Increase in Volume of Louisiana Sweet 
Potatoes on Net Revenue to Producing Areas for Optimuml 
Distributions, 1958-59 Marketing Season
Producing . 
area
: Net revenue : 
! Optimum increased^Q#:
Net change in 
revenue when volume 
is Increased
Dollars Per cent
Alabama 1,158,723 1,111,013 _ 47,710 - 4.1
Arizona 216,769 204,625 - 12,144 - 5.6
Arkansas 15,912. 15,045 867 - 5.4
California 4,226,528 4,039,784 - 186,744 •- 4.4
Delaware 13,424 12,930 - 494 - 3.7
Florida 3,320 3,114 - 206 — 6.2
Georgia 714,204 683,826 - 30,378 - 4.3
Illinois 3,550 3,310 - 240 - 6.8
Indiana 14,034 13,260 - 774 - 5.5
Iowa 14,474 13,682 - 792 - 5.5
Kansas 124,310 117,320 - 6,990 - 5.6
Kentucky 3,590 3,314 - 27 6 - 7.7
Louisiana 5,154,293 7,245,689 2,091,396 40.6
Maryland 1,164,281 1,122,332 - 41,949 - 3.6
Mississippi 302,129 293,285 - 8,844 - 2.9
Missouri 158,540 149,330 - 9,210 - 5.8
New Jersey 3,849,046 3,700,372 - 148,674 - 3.9
New Mexico 92,112 87,144 - 4,968 - 5.4
North Carolina 1,770,607 1,703,449 - 67,158 - 3.8
South Carolina 147,964 140,966 - 6,998 - 4.7
Tennessee 102,552 96,698 5,854 - 5.7
Texas 1,340,086 1,264,372 - 75,714 - 5.6
Virginia 1.844.408 1.788.798 - ' 55j 610. .--LtP
Total revenue 22,434,856 1.218,802 6.1
^Optimum distribution is defined as the distribution
that maximized net revenue to each production area under
conditions of perfect competition.
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of the effect on net revenue of each production area by time 
periods see Appendix fables 61-63*
A change from an optimum distribution to an optimum 
■where Louisiana supplies Increased would not alter the 
pattern of shipments for most states too greatly. The volume 
to each consuming center would be increased (Table XVIII). 
Louisiana would ship to five additional cities, namely: 
Atlanta, Cleveland, Detroit, Portland, and San Francisco.
For a summary of optimum distributions and estimated net 
revenue see Appendix Tables 64-66.
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Table XVIII. Effects of Increase in Volume of Louisiana 
Sweet Potatoes on Optimum^ Distribution and Estimated Net 
Revenues for Louisiana Shippers, 1958-59 Marketing Season
Consuming
center
Total receipts^ aTT^areas1; Receipts ~ffrom La.
Quantity
:La. volume : : Volume
:incr. 50$ : Quantity; incr. 50?£
Carlot equivalents
Atlanta 689 727 14
Baltimore
Birmingham 573 614 8 160
Boston 50 176
Chicago 1,030 1,184 . 720 1,103
Cincinnati 287 307 16 50
Cleveland SOO 512 2
Dallas-Ft. Worth 467 515
Denver 378 517 171 287
Detroit 590 628 80
Kansas City 232 261 164 243
Los Angeles 1,647 - 1,792 1,001 . ' 1,276
Louisville 123 143 16 33
Minneapolis-St. Paul 508 610 494 572
New Orleans 324 368 324 368
New York-Newark 1,864 1,990
Philadelphia 518 642
Pittsburgh 515 533
84Portland 563 661
St. Louis 313 342 186 301
San Francisco-Oakland 1,314 1,432 20
Washington, D. C. 230 359
Total receipts 12,765 14,31:1.. .. 3*100. 4,648
Net revenue(dollars) 22,434,856 25,813,658 5,154,293 7*245,689
Optimum distribution is defined as the distribution
that maximized net revenue to each production area under
conditions of perfect competition.
CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Part 1: Summary
Louisiana generally supplies about one-fourth of the 
commercial sweet potatoes consumed in the United States. 
During the 1958-59 marketing season shipments from Louisiana 
were made to more than 100 markets, of which Chicago,
Detroit, New Orleans,' Cleveland, St'. Louis, Cincinnati, 
Pittsburgh, and Kansas City were the most important.
This study is concerned with whether available supplies 
in different production areas are allocated among the vari­
ous alternative markets in an optimum manner for maximum 
net revenue to shippers. Twenty-two major consuming centers 
were selected for analysis. While primary emphasis is 
placed upon the Louisiana Industry, optimum distributions 
for all competing areas are included as part of the study.
The 1958-59 marketing season was chosen as the period 
for study. Information required included:
(1) Monthly receipts in each of twenty-two major 
consuming centers,
(2) Monthly shipments from twenty-four producing areas 
to the selected cities,
(3) Estimated demand functions for each of the cities,
and
(4) Estimated transportation charges for routes connect 
ing each producing area with each consuming center.
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The reactive programming technique was used in analyz­
ing the data to obtain optimum allocations. Results were 
obtained under the assumption that growers and shippers 
operate under conditions approximating those of perfect 
competition. -
All producing areas were assumed to be confronted with 
(l) identical demand conditions in a given market and (2) 
equal transfer costs per mile. Therefore, the nearest 
production area to a market has a revenue advantage in serv­
ing that market. Other production areas would receive less 
net revenue because of their higher transfer cost.
The best market for a shipper to serve, however, may 
not necessarily be the nearest market. The shipper may be 
located ideally to supply several markets. If so, his best 
market would be the one with the greatest differential be­
tween the price received and the cost of transfer.
Optimum allocation of existing supplies and 50 per cent 
larger supplies for Louisiana were determined under the
following assumptions regarding competing areas:
(1) That competing areas would maintain existing allo­
cations of supplies among markets, and
(2) That competing areas would change to optimum allo­
cation of supplies.
Each of these situations is discussed in turn in the pages 
that follow.
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Allocation of Existing Supplies for the Industry
Situation 1 —  Optimum Allocation of Supplies from Louisiana 
with Existing Allocations from Competing Areas.
Louisiana's actual distribution of supplies to the 
selected markets during the 1958-59 marketing season resulted 
in a net revenue of $5,128,402. An optimum distribution of 
the available fresh market supply would have resulted in a 
net revenue of $5,696,315, or an increase of $567,913 over 
the actual distribution.
An optimum allocation of Louisiana supplies for the 
1958-59 marketing season would have involved a shift In 
emphasis toward Western and Midwestern markets. Specifically, 
it would have required that Louisiana add Los Angeles, Port­
land, and San Francisco as new markets, and increase ship­
ments to Denver, Detroit and Minneapolis. Decreased shipments 
would be made to certain Eastern markets.
Situation 2 —  Optimum Allocation of Supplies from All Areas 
of Production.
The actual distribution of supplies for the Industry 
to the selected markets during the 1958-59 marketing season 
resulted in a net revenue of $21,791,443. An optimum distri­
bution of the supply would have resulted in a net revenue 
of $22,434,856, or an Increase of $643,413 over actual.
An optimum distribution for the industry would have been 
more beneficial to some production areas than others. Changes
in net revenue for individual producing areas would have 
ranged from an increase of $316,162 for hew Jersey to a 
decrease of $520,835 for California. Louisian's revenue
would have increased $25*891 over that obtained from the 
actual distribution.
Changing from actual to optimum distributions would 
have•increased volumes in some consuming centers and de­
creased volumes in others. The total carlot equivalents 
would have remained the. same, however, for the available 
supply would have been distributed before the maximum net 
marginal revenue per carlot became negative. Changes in 
volume would have ranged from an increase of 781 carlots in 
San Francisco-Oakland to a complete elimination of shipments 
to Baltimore. The net revenue obtainable from Baltimore 
would have been lower than for any of the other markets.
For some of the major markets such as Chicago and New York 
City the volume required would have remained approximately 
the same as the actual shipments.
Suppliers of a market would have been altered with an 
optimum distribution. For the 1958-59 marketing season 
Louisiana would have maintained shipments to the Central and 
Midwestern markets but shifted supplies from Eastern markets 
to Western markets. The majority of Louisiana supplies 
would have been allocated to Los Angeles, Chicago, Minneapoli 
St. Paul, New Orleans, and St. Louis.
Northeastern markets would have been supplied princi­
pally from Eastern Shore producers. New Jersey would have 
supplied the demand in Philadelphia and Boston, and a sub­
stantial amount to New York City and Pittsburgh. Maryland 
and Virginia would have shipped the bulk of their supplies
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to New York City. Washington, D. C. would have been sup­
plied by North Carolina and Virginia.
North Central and Midwestern markets would have been 
supplied from several production areas., Chicago, Minne- 
apolis-St. Paul, St. Louis, and Kansas City would have been 
supplied principally by Louisiana; Cincinnati and Louisville 
by North Carolina; and Cleveland and Detroit by New Jersey.
Southern' markets would have been served principally 
by their respective state; Birmingham by Alabama, Dallas- 
Ft. North by Texas, Atlanta by Georgia, and New Orleans by 
Louisiana.
Western markets would have been supplied essentially 
by California, Texas, and Louisiana. Mississippi1s supply 
available for out-of-state shipment, however, would have 
been sent to Portland, and New Mexico's and Arizona's to 
Los Angeles. California would have been the principal sup­
plier in Portland and San Francisco-Oakland. Denver would 
have been supplied mainly from Texas and Louisiana and the 
Los Angeles market by Louisiana, Texas, and California.
The Effect of Increased 
Supplies from Louisiana
Normally about 100,000 acres of sweet potatoes are 
grown in Louisiana. This acreage appears to be fairly well 
confined by soil and climatic requirements, and alternative
land uses. Prospects for increased yields of 20 to 25 per 
cent appear to be forthcoming, particularly since some of 
the newer varieties, such as the Centennial, are higher
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yielding. These prospective yields plus some .flexibility 
in acreage indicate that Louisiana could increase shipments 
by 5° per cent over the 1958-59 volume. Therefore, the reve­
nue effect of a 50 per cent increase in supplies from 
Louisiana was included in the study.
Situation 2_ -- Optimum Allocation of Increased Supplies from 
Louisiana with Existing Allocations from Competing Areas.
A 50 per cent increase in Louisiana's supply, distri­
buted in an optimum manner, would have increased net revenue 
to $7,722,183, or an increase of $2,593,781 over the actual 
distribution of existing supplies in 1958-59.
The markets supplied by Louisiana would have remained 
similar to the markets served in Situation JL, with the excep­
tion of the addition of ¥ashington, D. C. as a new market. 
Volumes of sweet potatoes supplied in these markets would 
have been greater, however, due to the increased supply 
avail able' for distribution.
Situation 4 —  Optimum' Allocation of Supplies from'All Areas 
of Production with Increased Supplies from Louisiana.
An optimum allocation of all supplies, with a 50 per cent 
Increase In supplies from Louisiana, would increase net 
revenue to Louisiana to $7,245,689, or $2,117,287 over that 
received from the actual distribution of existing supplies 
in 1958-59. For the industry net. revenue would have increased 
only $2,022,215. The increased supply would have lowered 
prices received in each of the markets receiving increased 
supplies. Hence, the revenue would have been lowered for any 
production area with a fixed supply that shipped to the 
markets where price was lowered.
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The pattern of distribution would remain practically 
the same as in Situation 2 for most of the production areas. 
Some changes would occur, however, due to the increased vol­
ume in the markets. Louisiana would have served five addi­
tional cities, namely; Atlanta, Cleveland, Detroit, Portland, 
and San Francisco.
Part II: Conclusions
The results of this study should provide valuable 
Information to sweet potato growers and shippers In evalu­
ating the long-run market potential and desirable shipping 
patterns. It should be remembered that the results were 
obtained under the assumption of perfect competition and for 
the marketing conditions existing In the 1953-59 marketing 
season. Departures from the conditions of perfect competition 
or changes in marketing conditions may call for somewhat 
different allocations. For instance, product differentia­
tion could change the optimum distribution pattern.
If Louisiana is successful in differentiating its pro­
duct from that of other states, it would have some degree of 
freedom from competition in selling. Any price premiums 
resulting from product differentiation would tend to offset 
transfer costs. For example, if the buyers in New York City 
have a preference for Louisiana sweet potatoes and the pref­
erence is such that Louisiana could command higher prices,
then they could successfully compete with Eastern Shore pro­
ducers in that market. This would change the optimum supply 
allocations.
Changes in marketing conditions such as changes in 
transportation rates or shifts in market demand could alter 
optimum allocations from year to year. Transportation rates 
appear to be relatively stable, however, between areas and 
over time. Shifts in demand due to such factors as popula­
tion or income changes may not be as stable for some markets 
as for others. Any changes that might occur from one mar­
keting-period to another, however, would not reduce the 
usefulness of the model in determining the optimum distri­
bution. Vfith applicable data the optimum distribution for 
any given year could be determined.
Louisiana maintains a favorable competitive position in 
the distribution of sweet potatoes. In each of the supply 
situations examined. Louisiana could have increased net 
revenue. In so doing, greater emphasis would have been 
placed upon 'supplying fewer markets with increased volumes. 
Distributing supplies accordingly appears; to .be desirable. 
Sales efforts on the part of the shippers could be more 
effective and wholesale buyers could be assured of adequate 
supplies when needed.
Increasing the supplies from Louisiana would have de­
creased prices slightly while net revenues would have in­
creased. This is particularly important to Louisiana 
producers for they have the capacity to expand production, 
hot only is there some flexibility in acreage that can be 
devoted to sweet potato production but prospects for increased 
yields are favorable, especially with varieties developed 
recently.
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In view of competition from other areas of production, 
Louisiana shippers should continue to analyze their ship­
ping pattern. To maintain or improve their competitive 
position they must keep abreast of current changes in the 
industry and requirements of the trade that might necessi­
tate changes in distribution.
Part III: Recommendations for Further Research
As indicated in the limitation section of this report, 
several problem■areas have been uncovered and warrant further 
analysis. Problem areas include.the following:
(1). The hypothesis that sweet potatoes from different 
production areas are perfect substitutes needs to be tested. 
Consumers may have a preference for a particular state's 
sweet potatoes and be willing to pay price premiums for them.
(2) Determination of the optimum rate of flow of sweet 
potatoes to markets during the marketing season. There is a 
lack of adequate information on the most profitable rate of 
flow of sweet potatoes to market over the marketing season.
(3) Determination of the optimum allocation of sweet 
potatoes among fresh, canned and other forms. Per capita 
consumption of the processed product has steadily increased. 
This has led to the southern area of the United States estab­
lishing itself as the most important canning area. However, 
the most profitable division of supplies among the canned
and fresh market forms is not known.
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APPENDIX
Appendix Table 1. Sweet Potato Unloads and wholesale Price Per Oarlot Equivalent in 
Specified'Consuming Centers, by Months, Crop Years 195^-59
: Aug. : Sept. ; Oct. ; Nov, : Dec. ; Jan. : Feb. : Mar, ; Apr,i ear :U P : U ■ P : U P : U P ;: U P. : U P : U P : U P : U P
19 5^* 63 1485 115 1625 134 1735 240
Chicago 
1950 190 2475
1955 49 1510 106 1435 146 1340 250 1555 188 1675 127 2450 109 2525 103 2540 101 2540
1956 57-.1635 ■98 1805 150 1625 221 1915 199 2125 134 1610 129 1600 145 1560 90 1500
1957 52 1865 97 1860 150 1870 229 2115 171 2455 113 2175 113 2150 104 2200 114 2480
1958 45 2235 83 1620 141 1640 223 1835 180 2270 118 2800 91 2800 105 2750 89 2750
1959 39 1665 95 1525 149 1440 238 1500 175 1855 97 2020 97 1820 142 •1835 82 1820
1955* 16 1500 29 1360 56 1310 69
hew Orleans 
1310 65 1340
1956 19 1725 31 1660 60 1560 137 1575 99 1830 75 144 0 61 1375 51 1375 37 1330
1957 15 1735 25 1545 50. 1640 61 1785 42 2235 62 1940 43 1940 39 1940 28 2300
1958 13 2015 28 1400 58 1375 52 1560 70 1835 39 2375 35 2375 31 2375 26 2310
1959 13 1560 52 1375 54 1375 64 1405 51 1560 58 1715 49 1625 54 1640 44 1530
I960* - - - - - - - - - 56 1500. 46 1500 55 1350 24 1560
1954 89 2500 123 2090 156 1835 232
Los Angeles
l75'0'ToT~T75O 109 2690'■ 91 2750 94 2750 84 2810
1955* 63 — 119 — 173 - 248 214 - 145 - 129 - 129 - 95 -
1956 70 3750 124 2500 189 2250 272 2125 237 2250 141 2165 134 2310 122 2415 88 2460
1957 55 3250 130 2500 173 2310 27 6 2000 254 2125 132 2500 129 2500 122 2500 137 2750
1958 85 2500 143 2375 173 2125 273 2125 229 2250 155 2310 152 2560 145 2750 104 3250
1959 99 '2500 151 2375 180 2060 265 2000 191 2125 127 2375 130 2310 165 2310 91 2250
1954* 35 1655 51 1690 63 1850 72
Cleveland
206"0 64 2580 43 43 47 - 43
1955 28 1625 58 1625 60 1440 85 1675 65 1875 45 2650 43 2690 43 2690 43 2690
1956 26 1840 46 1805 66 1790 81 1980 66 2330 45 1810 49 1810 59 1780 45 1690
1957 27 2030 56 1965 66 1950 80 2280 70 2900 58 2340 43 2340 48 2310 50 2630
1958 18 2375 61 1790 64 1720 76 1955 72 2370 41 2900 33 2810 39 2810 29 2810
1959 24 1715 58 1560 56 1485 80 1630 62 2030 35 2210 43 2055 50 1985 40 1940
(continued)
Appendix Table 1. .(Continued)
Tear : Aug. : Septi :t Oct, : Nov. :; Dec. : Jan. : Feb. : Mar. : Apr,.. . .:U P : U P :! U P j;■ U P : U P : U P : U P : ■u P : u P
New York
1954 109 2365 241 1170 280 1400 435 1425 306 1570 202 1695 201 1660 232 1615 196 1835
1955 109 1640 203 1130 233 1300 383 1445 287 1520 172 1825 185 2080 192 2070 165 1895
1956 93 2050.168 1280 264 1430 359 1515 281 1575 214 1535 193 1520 204 1365 186 1305
1957 117 1860 210 1315 294 1445 385 1575 295 1865 202 1800 191 1935 191 1950 204 2090
1958 77 1910 219 1460 289 1340 366 1785 312 1980 194 2235 164 2405 185 2510 160 2520
1959 95 1540 190 1575 262 1365 431 1425 316 1405 181 1965 185 1955 203 1865 181 1775
Detroit
1954* 33 1500 50 1690 75 1810 93 2000 88 2560 - - . _ - - - - -
1955 27 1625 55 1500 108 1500 127 1625 95 1750 63 2625 58 2625 54 2690 39 2690
1956 29 1875 62 1875 89 1750 111 2000 86 2375 78 1750 85 1790 81 1790 62 1690
1957 20 1940 62 1900 6.7 2000 79 2250 58 2750 74 2350 59 2300 61 2250 70 2625
1958 '21 2390 53 1795 61 1795 92 1975 67 2370 46 2875 42 2875 51 2940 37 2875
1959 17 1625 56 1625 74 1560 93 1600 80 1940 54 2235 39. 2190 ■ 74 2055 34 2000.
St. Louis
1954* 38 1455 50 1570 64 1680 74 1905 64 2410 56 - 47 - 44 - 30
1955 25 1560 48 1375 65 1350 66 1490 59 1700 48 2440 46 2560' 38 2560 27 2560
1956 26 1590 50 1710 54' 1645 73 1860 69 2125 44 1560 49 1560 48 1550 34 1560
1957 22 1810 53 1810 52 1810 70 2015 51 2530 49 2270 43 2250 39 2250 39 2530
1958 22 2210 46 1620 50 1640 57 1835 54 2270 33 2795 32 2780 33 2700 27 2740
1959 23 1695 45 1455 40 1440 65 1500 47 1820 ?3 2015 35 1820 39 1835 30 1810
*Data not available for certain months.
Source: Unloads were obtained from "Carlot Unloads of Certain Fruits and Vegetables in
100 U.S. and 5 Canadian cities, also Truck Unloads in 39 U.S. Cities and 5 
Canadian Cities," U.S.D.A., A.M.S., Fruit and Vegetable Division, 1954 through
I960. Wholesale prices were obtained from various sources including, "Market­
ing Louisiana Sweet Potatoes," State Market News Service, La. Dept, of Agri­
culture, .Crop seasons 1954-59; "Fresh Fruit and Vegetable Prices, "U.S.D.A.,
A.M.S., Fruit and Vegetable Division, 1954 through 1959, and "Los Angeles ^
Wholesale Market Prices, Fruits and Vegetables," U.S.D.A. and California Dept, m  
of Agriculture, 1954 through 1959.
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Appendix Table 2. Metropolitan Per Capita Disposable Income
for Specified.Consuming Centers, 1954-59
Consuming center : 195%" i 1955 t 1956" ; 1957 ?'i'9~5^1959
Dollars
Atlanta
Baltimore-
Birmingham
Boston
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Dallas
Denver
Detroit
Kansas City
Los Angeles
Louisville
Minneapolis
New Orleans
New York City
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Portland
St. Louis
San Francisco
Washington, D. C.
1736 1747 1867
1526 1593 1669
1431 1452 1578
1744 1830 1943
2090 2175 2305
1797 1852 1919
2112 2225 2310
1976 1901 1990
1754 1721 1796
1949 2099 2095
1875 1936 2012
18 86 1989 2110
1665 1654 1710
1773 1893 1937
1539 1520 1606
1975 2050 2135
1804 1888 1985
1690 1731 1813
1699 1656 • 1724
1796 1814 1900
2069 2180 2318
2156 2208 2265
1832 1769 1898
1825 1823 1893
1624 1599 1706
1987 2088 2213
2315 2279 2473
1931 1890 2003
2280 2208 2321
1957 1897 1884
1899 3.957 2080
2107 2008 2175
2030 2040 2188
2206 2176 2312
1729 1644 1745
1974 1917 2041
1648 1652 1732
2288 2283 2402
1992 1997 2102
1842 1851 1960
1705 1759 1904
1962 1905 2046
2373 2345 2 528
2304 2212 2361
Source: "Summary of Data for Metropolitan County Areas,"
Sales-Kanagement - Survey of Buying Power, 1954--59. 
(Copyright; further reproduction not licensed).
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Appendix Table 3. Actual and Optimum-1- Distribution, Net 
Revenue, and Estimated Receipts for Louisiana Sweet Potatoes 
with Given Distributions from Competing Areas, Marketing 
Period 1, 1958-59 Crop Season
Consuming :Receipts from all areas : Receipts from La.
center : Actual: Optimum: Actual: Optimum
Carlot equivalents
Atlanta 43 43
Baltimore 31 31
Birmingham 97 97
Boston 18 18
Chicago 45 2 43
Cincinnati 20 9 11
Cleveland 18 2 16
Dallas-Ft. Worth 15 15
Denver 11 116 6 111
Detroit 21 21
Kansas City 9 9
Los Angeles 85 85
Louisville 7 7
Minneapolis-St. Paul 2 1 1
New Orleans 13 13
New York-Newark 77 64 13
Philadelphia 62 56 6
Pittsburgh 27 17 10
Portland 4 4
St. Louis 22 7 15
San Prancisco-Oakland 29 94 65
Washington, D. C. . 15 10 5
Total receipts 671 671 _ ...........  176 .. . 176
Net revenue (dollars) 1 . , .£521.062 , 1,242*108 JL59a268 442,613
Optimum distribution is defined as the distribution
that maximized net revenue to each production area under
conditions of perfect competition.
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Appendix Table 4. Actual and Optimum-*- Distribution, Net Revenue, 
and Estimated Receipts for Louisiana Sweet Potatoes with Given 
Distributions from Competing Areas, Marketing Period 2, 1958-59 
Crop Season
Consuming ;Receipts from all areas: Receipts from La.
center : Ac tual: Optimum : Actual : Optimum
Carlot equivalents
Atlanta 504 504
Baltimore 420 408 12
Birmingham 468 468
Boston 246 246
Chicago ■ 642 492 ■ 552 402
Cincinnati 186 132 84 30
Cleveland 294 264 222 192
Dallas-Ft. Worth 330 330
Denver 126 66 60
Detroit . 318 276 270 228
Kansas City 138 126 84 72
Los Angeles 834 906 72
Louisville 66 36 48 18
Minneapolls-St. Paul 72 186 48 162
New Orleans 270 156 270 156
New York-Newark 1,254 1,218 36
Philadelphia 756 744 12
Pittsburgh 318 264 84 30
Portland 72 228 156
St. Louis 228 162 132 66
San Erancisco-Oakland 306 636 330
Washington, D. 0. 216 216
Total receipts 8.064 .8,064 _ .1,914 1,914
Net revenue(dollars) 13, 202,190 12*526*268 ?.,996,460 2,391,058
. Optimum distribution is defined as the distribution
that maximized net revenue to each production area under
conditions of perfect competition.
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Appendix Table 5. Actual and Optimum Distributions, Net 
Revenue, and Estimated Receipts for Louisiana Sweet Potatoes 
with Oiven Distributions from Competing Areas, Marketing 
Period 3, 1958-59 Crop Season
Consuming™ R^eceipts from aTl areas;Receipts from haT
center___________: Actual: Optimum : Actual: Optimum
Oarlot equivalents
Atlanta 176 176
Baltimore 156 146 10
Birmingham 13 0 128 2
Boston 148 146 ■ 2
Chicago 404 394 356 p46
Cincinnati 98 , 92 42 36
Cleveland 150 148 110 108
Dallas-Ft. Worth 144 ■ 144
Denver 74 '72 6 4
Detroit 160 •160 143 148
Kansas City 54- 58 22 26
Los Angeles 504 ' 504 '
Louisville 34 26 28 20
Minneapolis-St, Paul 50 136 24 11.0
New Orleans 116 86 116 86
New York-Newark 676 643 28
Philad elphia 338 334 4
Pittsburgh 154- 144 40 30
Portland 74 74
St, Louis 106 98 72 64
San Francisco-Oakland 198 230 32
Washington, D. C, __ j36_______ 86__
- ........ •••.................... --------------------
Total receipts 4,030 4,030 1,010 1,010
Net revenue (dollars) _ j.., 158 ,19° 7,219,4-30 1,781,574- 862,664
^Optimum distribution is defined as the distribution
that maximized net revenue to each production area under
conditions of perfect, competition.
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Appendix Table 6. Effect of Increase in Volume of Louisiana 
Sweet Potatoes on Optimum-1- Distribution and Estimated Net 
Revenue for Louisiana Shippers with Given Distributions from 
Competing Areas, Marketing Period 1, 1958-59 Season
e'ceipts from all areas: Receipts from La.uuno urn x iig " * 
center * m ■+- +Tr :La. volume: Quantity !lnor_ ^ Quantity;
Carlot equivalents
Atlanta 43 43
Baltimore 31 31
Birmingham 97 97
Boston 18 18
Chicago 2 2 >■ .
Cincinnati 9 9
Cleveland 2 7 r
Dallas-Et. Worth 15 15
Denver 116 138 111 133
Detroit 
Kansas City 
Los Angeles 85 85
4Louisville 4
Minneapolis-St. Paul 1 1
New Orleans 
New York-Newark 64 64
Philadelphia 56 56
Pittsburgh 17 17
Portland 4 4
St. Louis '7 - 7
65 88San Erancisco 94 117
Washington, D. C. 
Total receipts
10 44 34
671 759 176 264
Net revenue (dollars) 1,543,198... 1,726,030 442,613 625,535
■^Optimum distribution is defined as the distribution
that maximized net revenue to each production area under con­
ditions of perfect competition.
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Appendix Table 7. Effect of Increase in Volume of Louisiana 
Sweet Potatoes on Optimum^- Distribution and Estimated net 
Revenue for Loi’isiana Sbj ppers with Given Distributions from 
Competing Areas. Lari-eting Period 2, 1958-59 Ca^ op Season
Consuming 
center•
Receipts from allareas; -Receipts from La.
Q,n « + 4t’v :Pa.' volume'';' ,,+ : Volume" Quantity ;lncr> 5Q% _ ^ i n c r $0$
Carlot equivalents
Atlanta 504 504
Baltimore 408 408
Birmingham 468 468 '
Boston 246 246
Chicago 492 606 402 516
Cincinnati 132 156 30 54
Cleveland 264 294 192 222
Dalias-Ft. Worth 330 330
Denver . 66 90 24
Detroit ■ 276 342 228 294
Kansas City 126 186 72 102
Los Angeles 906 ' 1,044 72 210
Louisville 36. 66 18 48
Kinneapolis-St. Paul 186 300 162 276
New Orleans 1 86 210 186 210
New Y or If-New art • l,2l8 1,218
Philadelphia 744 ■ 744
Pittsburgh - 264 294 30 60
Portland 228 366 156 294
St. Louis 162. - 192' 66 96
San Francisco-Qalfland 636 768 330 462
Washington, D. C. 216 216 ■
Total receipts 8,064 9 u m ____ 2,868
Net revenue(dollars) 13.596,768 14,859,504 3,39-1,038. 4,653,774
"'•Optimum distribution is defined as the distribution
that maximized net revenue to each production area under
conditions of perfect competition.
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Appendix Table 8. Effect of Increase in Volume of Louisiana 
Sweet Potatoes on Optimum! Distribution and Estimated Let 
•Revenue for Louisiana Shippers with Given Distributions from 
Competing Areas, marketing Period 3, 1958-59 Crop Season
ConsLimin?
centers
Receipts from all areas:Recelpts from La.
+ i +,r!La. volume: : VolumeQuantity,lKcr. ^  Quantity.lnor. ^
Carlot equivalents
Atlanta 176 176
Baltimore 146 146
Birmingham 128 128
Boston 146 146
Chicago 394 454 346 406
Cincinnati 92 106 36 50
Cleveland 148 162 108 122
Dallas-Ft. Worth 144 144
Denver 72 146 4 78
Detroit 160 194 148 182 '
Kansas City 53 74 26 42
Los Angeles 504 534 30
Louisville 26 42 20 36
Kinneapolis-St. Paul 136 196 110 170
hew Orleans 86 114 86 114
New York-Newark 648 648
Philadelphia 334 334
Pittsburgh 144 160 30 46
Portland 74 132 88 .
St. Louis 98 112 64 fo
San Francisco-Oakland 230 302 32 104
Washington, D. C. ______ 86..________86_----------------- — — ---------------------
Total receints 4,030 4,536 1,010 ...1.1.516
Ret revenue( dollars) 7 ,219,480 7,799,690 1,862,664 2,442,874
1Optimum distribution is defined as the distribution
that maximized net revenue to each production area under 
conditions of perfect competition.
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Appendix Table 9. Net Revenue to-Producing Areas for Sweet
Potatoes under Actual and Optimum Distribution Patterns,
Marketing Period 1, 1958-59 Crop Season
Producing
area
! Net revenues Net change
: Actual I Optimum
i ... . . .
:from Actual to Optimum .
Dollars P er c ent
Alabama 183,290 216,227 32,937 ■ 18.0
Arizona 28,690 24,831 - 3,859 -13.5
Arkansas 3,240 2,538 702 -21.7
California 313,375 320,432 7,057 ■ 2.3
Georgia' 78,740 77,004 - 1,736. - 2.2
Louisiana 350,568 428,511 77,943 ■22.2
Maryland 41,940 50,877 8,937 21.3
Mississippi 38,223 52,763 14,540 38.0
Missouri 6,033 7,566 1,533 25.4
New Jersey 1,770 2,314 544 30.7
New Mexico 2,875 2,614 261 - 9.1
North Carolina 27,429 32,729 5,300 19.3
South Carolina 12,391 11,830 561 - 4.5
Tennessee 8,011 9,864 1,853 23.1
Texas 49,641 46,404 - 3,237 - 6.5
Virginia 304,847 J578_, 37 6____  529___ 24.1
Total 1.664,880 213,817. H,Z .
Optimum distribution is defined as the distribution 
that maximized net revenue to each production area under 
conditions of nerfect competition.
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Appendix Table 10, Net Revenues to Producing Areas for Sweet
Potatoes Under Actual and Optimum^ Distribution Patterns,
Marketing Period 2, 1958-59 Crop Season
Producing
area
:..... Net,
: Actual
revenue ____
Optimum
: Net change from 
:Actual to Optimum
- Dollars Per cent
Alabama 684,078 750,072 65,994 9.6
Arizona 47,856 57,570 9,714 20.3
Arkansas 9,756 9,900 144 1.5
California 2,753,880 2,340,552 -413.328 -15.0
Delaware 7,158 9,852 : 2,694 37.6
Georgia 432,810 451,170 18,360 4.2
Indiana 9,870 10,434 564 5.7
Iowa 12,756 10,770 - 1,986 -15.6
Kansas 78,456 73,350 - 5,106 - 6.5
Louisiana 2,996,460 3,052,224 55,764 1.9
Maryland 695,334 788,352 93,018 13.4
Mississippi 163,236 211.242 48,006 29.4
Missouri 104,874 114,774 9,900 9.4
Hew Jersey . 2,137,968 2,364,144 226,176 10.6
Hew Mexico 55,656 63,864 8,208 14.7
North Carolina 1,082,490 1,162,932 80,442 7.4
South Carolina 78,204 88,074 9,870 12.6
Tennessee 68,070 71,148 3,078 4.5
Texas 850,068 894,258 44,190 5.2
Virginia 933,210 1.044,534 111,324 11.9
Total revenue 13,202,190 13,569,216 367.026 2.8
*|
Optimum distribution is defined as the distribution
that maximized net revenue to each production area under
conditions of perfect competition.
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Appendix Table 11. Net Revenues to Producing Areas for Sweet
Potatoes Under Actual and Optimum^ Distribution Patterns,
Marketing Period 3, 1958-^59 Crop Season
Producing
area
: Net revenue : Net change from
: Actual Optimum :Actual to Optimum'
Dollars Per Cent
Alabama 149,600 192,424 42,824 28. 6
Arizona 119,518 134,368 14,850 12.4
Arkansas 3,760 3,474 286 - 7.6
California 1,680,108 'Lr56 5,54-4 -114,564 - 6.8
Delaware 3,524 ■ 3,572 48 1.4
Florida 2,440 3,320 880 36.1
Georgia 173,310 186,030 12,720 7.3
Illinois 3,690 3,550 140 - 3.8
Indiana 3,906 3,600 306 - 7.8
I owa 4,744 3,704 - 1,040 -21.9
Kansas 58,160 50,960 - 7,200 -12.4
Kentucky 3,736 3,590 146 - 3.9
Louisiana 1,781,374 1,673,558 -107,816 - 6.1
Maryland 284,100 325,052 40 ,952 14.4
Mississippi 31,526 38,124 6,598 20.9
Missouri 37 j 400 36,200 - 1,200 - 3.2
New Jersey 1,393,146 1,482,588 89.442 6.4
New Mexico 20,622 25.634 5,012 24.3
North Carolina 554,212 574,046 20,734 3.7
South Carolina 45,104 48,060 2,956 6.6
Tennessee 21,222 .21,540 318 1.5
Texas 377,950 399,424 21,474 6.7
Virginia 385,038 ___421.. 496__ __36,460 9.5
Total revenue __7,200,760 - ...— ____________.J>
“Optimum distribution is defined as the distribution
that maximised net revenue to each production area under
conditions of perfect competition.
Appendix Table 12. Unloads of Sweet Potatoes in Specified 
Consuming Centers with Actual and Optimum-'- Distribution from 
All Producing Areas and Louisiana, Marketing Period 1, 
1958-59 Crop Season
Consuming ' :Receii3ts from all areas:Receints from La.
center !Acibual : Optimum : Actual :Optimum
Carlot equivalents
Atlanta 43 47
Baltimore 31 -
Birmingham . 97 ' 75
Boston 18
Chicago 45 8 43 ■ ■ ’
Cincinnati 20 3 11
Cleveland 18 14 16
Dallas-Pt. Worth 15 37
Denver 11 128 6 127
Detroit 21 12 21
Kansas City 9 9
Los Angeles 85 59 49
Louisville 7 7 7
Minneapolis-St. Paul 2 1
Hew Orleans 13 13
Hew York-Hewark 77 13
Philadelphia 62 6
Pittsburgh 27 21 10
Portland 4 19
St, Louis 22 5 15
San Prancisco-Oakland 29 112
■Washington, D. C. 15 124 5........
Total unloads 671 671 176 176
Optimum distribution is defined as the distribution
that maximized net revenue to each .production area under
conditions of perfect competition.
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Appendix Table 13. Unloads of Sweet Potatoes in Specified 
Consuming Centers with Actual and Optimum1 Distributions from, 
all Producing Areas and Louisiana, Marketing Period 2, 1958-59 
Crop Season
Consuming ■ .‘Receipts 
center : Actual
from all areas: 
: Optimum :
Receipts 
•Actual :
from La. 
Optimum
Carlot equivalents
Atlanta 504 480
Baltimore 420 12
Birmingham 468 414
Boston 246 36
Chicago 642 630 552 . 282
Cincinnati 186 180 84
Cleveland 294 324 222
Dallas-Ft. "Worth 330 306
Denver 126 120 60
Detroit 318 390 270
Kansas City 138 162 84 126
Los Angelas 834 1,068 882
Louisville 66 78 48
Minneapolis-St. Paul 72 324 48 312
Hew Orleans 270 216 270 216
Hew. York-Newark 1,254 1,200 36
Philadelphia 756 306 12
Pittsburgh 318 330 84
Portland 72 414
St. Louis 228 196 132 96
San Francisco-Oakland 306 882
Washington, D. C. 216 6
Total unloads 8.064 8,064. 1,914 ..W 9 1 *
Optimum distribution is defined as the distribution
that maximized net revenue to each production area under
conditions of perfect competition.
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Appendix Table 14. Unloads of Sweet Potatoes in Specified 
Consuming Centers with Actual and Optimum! Distribution from 
All Producing Areas and Louisiana, Marketing Period 3, 
1958-59 Crop Season
Consuming :Receipts from all areas :Receipts from La.
center : Actual : Optimum : Actual : Optimum
Carlot equivalents
Atlanta 176 162
Baltimore 156- 10
Birmingham ' 130 84 2 8
Boston 148 14 - 2
Chicago 404 442 356 438
Cincinnati 98 104 42 16
Cleveland 150 162 110
Dallas-Ft. Worth 144 124
Denver 74 130 6 44
Detroit ■ 160 188 138
Kansas City 54 70 22 38
Los Angeles 504 520 70
Louisville 34 38 28 16
Minneapolis-St. Paul 50 184 24 182
Hew Orleans 116 108 116 108
Hew York-Hewark 676 664 28
Philadelphia 338 212 4
Pittsburgh 154 164. 40
Portland 74 130
St. Louis 106 110 72 90
San Francisco-Oakland 198 320
Washington, D. C. 86 ■ 100
Total unloads 4,030 4,030 1,010 1,010
Optimum distribution is defined as the distribution
that maximized net revenue to each production area under
conditions of perfect competition.
Appendix Table 15. Carlot Receipts of Alabama Sweet Potatoes and Estimated Receipts
Resulting from Actual and Optimuml Distributions, by Consuming Centers, and Marketing
Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Consuming ;---------- =------------ ijarketJUig period-------------------------
center * ~— * * ^~___________________  : Actual : Optimum : Actual ; Optimum : Actual : Optimum
Carlot equivalents
Atlanta 2 18 50 2 34
Baltimore
Birmingham 87 75 420 4l4 108 76
Boston
Chicago 6
Cincinnati 6
Cleveland
Dallas-Pt. Worth 14
Denver
Detroit
Kansas City
Los Angeles
Louisville 6
Minneapolis-St. Paul
New Orleans
Hew York-Hewark
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Portland
St. Louis
San Erancisco-Oakland
Washington, D. C._________ •_______;__________________
Total recelnts 89 89________ 450________ 450________ 110________110
Ret revenue (dollars) 185,290___ 216,227____ 684,078____750,072____149,600   192,424
^Optimum distribution is defined as the distribution that maximized net revenue
to each production area under conditions of perfect competition.
Appendix Table 16. Estimated Net Prices Per Oarload of Swe'et Potatoes to Alabama
Shippers Resulting from Actual and Optimumr Distributions, by Consuming Centers and
Marketing Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Consuming
center
Marketing periods
1 •* 2 «« 3
Actual ; Optimum : Actual ': Optimum : Actual : Optimum
Atlanta 2,470* 2,401
Dollars 
1, 59$* 1,666* 1,630* 1,750*
Baltimore 1,590 1,711 1,028 1,301 1,155 1,459
Birmingham 2,050* 2,427* 1,513* 1,667* 1,355* 1,749*
Boston 1,650 1,720 1,278 1,415 1,295 1,557
Chicago 2,065 2,352 1,643 1,659* 1,868 1,720
Cincinnati 1,825 2,343 1,595* 1,625 1,848 1,756
Cleveland 2,145 2,267 1,715 1,563 1,903 1,720
Dallas-Pt, ’forth 2,820 2,443* 1,452 1,521 1,418 1,589
Denver 3,165 2,405 1,551 1,558 1,805 1,623
Detroit 2,155 * 2,284 1,769 1,597 1,938 1,737
Kansas City 2,120 2,391 1,738 1,617 1,942 1,702
Los Angeles 2,215 2,384 1,797 1,544 1,653 1,601
Louisville ■ 2,381 2,381 1,714* 1.654 1,835 1,775
Minneapolis-St. Paul 2,101 2,117 1,966 1,640 2,217 1,697
New Orleans 1,850 2,073 1,382 1,537 1,533 1,601
New Tork-Newark 1,605 1,905 1,421 1,457 1,577 1,601
Philadelphia 1,630 1,872 1,141 1,434 1,330 1,575
Pittsburgh 2,041 2,224 1,615 1,554 1,827 1,675
Portland . 2,340 2,242 1,907 1,536 1,765 1,583
St., Louis 1,911 2,422 1,489 1,639 1,770 1,710
San Prancisco-Oakland 2,885 2,346 2,069 1,445 1,889 1,493
Washington, D. C. ___2jl§71 „.. 2J.46 1,339 . . .  n*75._ 1,637 1,610
1
Wholesale price less transportation costs.
20ptimum distribution is defined as the distribution that maximized net revenue 
to each production area under conditions of perfect competition.
^Denotes consuming centers that received shipments, or would have received
shipments from Alabama under the optimum situation.
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Appendix Table 17. Carlot Receipts of Arizona Sweet Potatoes and Estimated Receipts
Resulting from Actual and Optimum1 Distributions, by Consuming Centers, and Marketing
Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Consuming
center
•• Marketing period
•
* 1 •• 2 •• 3
: Actual : Ontimum : Actual : Optimum : Actual : Optimum
Carlot equivalents
Atlanta
Baltimore
Birmingham A
Boston . \
Chicago
Cincinnati 12 28
Cleveland
Dallas-Ft. Worth
Denver 4 6 v . 30
Detroit \
Kansas City 6 4
Los Angeles 1 9 6 30 2 68
Louisville
Minneapolis-St. Paul
Mew Orleans
Hew York-Newark
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Portland 4
St. Louis
San Francisco-Oakland 4
Washington, D. C.
Total receipts. 9 ...... 30... . 30 68 68
Wet revenue (dollars) 28,690 24,831 47,856 „-J3L.!?70 119,518 134,368
"^Optimum distribution is defined as the distribution that maximized net revenue
to each production area under conditions of perfect competition.
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Appendix Table 18. Estimated Net Prices • Per Carload of Sweet Potatoes to Arizona
Shippers Resulting from Actual and O p t i m u m 2 Distributions, by Consuming Centers and
Marketing Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Consuming
center
Marketing periods
1 ■ 2 ..  3
Ac tual : Optimum : Actual : Optimum : Actual : Optimum
Dollars
Atlanta 2,075 ' 2,006 1,205 1,271 1,235 1,355
Baltimore 1,245 1,366 683 956 810 1,114
Birmingham 1,675 2,052 1,138 1,292 980 1,374
Boston 1,315 1,385 943 1,080 960 1,222
Chicago 1.800 2,087 1,378 1,394 1,603 1,455
Cincinnati 1,500 2,018 1,270* 1,300 1,523* 1,431
Cleveland 1,830 1,952 1.400 1,248 1,588 1,405
Dallas-Ft. North 2,740 2,363- 1,372 1,441 • 1,338 1,509
Denver 3,275* 2,515 1,661* 1,668 1,915* ,1,733
Detroit 1,855 1,984 1,469 1,297 1,638 1,437
Kansas City 1,985 2,256 1,603* 1,482 1,807* 1,567
Los Angeles 2,590* 2,759* 2,172* 1,919* 2,028* 1,976*
Louisville 2.051 2.051 1,384 1,324 1,505 1,445
Minneapolis-St. Paul 1,926 1,942 1,791 1,465 2,042 1,522
New Orleans 1,595 1,818 1,127 1,282 1,278 1,346
New York-Newark 1,270 1,57 0 1,086 1,122 1,242 .1,266
Philadelphia . 1,295 r, 537 806 1,099 995 1,240
Pittsburgh 1,721 1,904 1,295 1,234 1,507 1,355
Portland 2,610 '2,512 2,177 1,806 2,035* 1,853
St, Louis 1,666 2.177 1,244 1,394 1,525 1,465
San Francisco-Oakland 3,250* 2,711 2,434 1,810 2,254 1,858
Washington, D. C. 2,221 .1*796 989 .1*12^. 1,287 1,260
^Wholesale price less transoortation costs.
^Optimum distribution-is defined as the distribution that maximized net revenue 
to each production area under conditions of perfect competition.
^Denotes consuming centers that received shipments, or would have received
shipments from Arizona under the optimum situation.
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Appendix Table 19. Oarlot Receipts of Arkansas Svreet Potatoes and Estimated Receipts
Resulting from Actual and Optimum! Distributions, by -XJonsuming Centers, and Marketing
Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season .
Consuming
center
Marketing Period
: 1 : ' ■ 2 : 3
: Actual : Optimum : Actual : -Ootimum : Actual : Ontirnum
Atlanta
Baltimore
Birmingham
Boston
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Dallas-Pt. Worth 1
Carlot equivalents
%
Denver
Detroit
Kansas City
Los Angeles
Louisville
Minneapolis-St. Paul
Dew Orleans
Dew York-Dewark
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Portland
St. Louis
San Prancisco-Oakland
1- 6
6
2
2
Washington, D. C. --------J™------- - ----- ------------ --------- :----
Total receipts l l 6 6 2 2
Det revenue (dollars) 3,240 2,538 9,756 9,900 3,760 3,474
^Optimum distribution is defined as the distribution that maximized net revenue
to each production area under conditions of perfect competition.
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Appendix Table 20. Estimated 2\Tet Prices^* Per Carload of Sweet Potatoes to Arkansas
Shippers Resulting from Actual and Optimum^ Distributions, by Consuming Centers and
Marketing Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Consuming
center
Marketing period
1 *■ 2 : 3
Actual : Ontlmum : Actual : Optimum : Actual : Ontimum
Atlanta 2 375 2,306
Dollars 
1,503 1,571 ■ 1,535 1,655
Baltimore 1 510 1,631 948 1,221 1,075 1,379
Birmingham 1 975 2,352 1,4-38 1,592 1,280 1,674
Boston 1 570 1,640 1,198 1,335 1,215 1,477
Chicago 2 030 2,317 1,608 1,624 1,833 1,685
Cincinnati 1 760 2,273 1,530 1.560 1,783 1,691
Cleveland 2 080 2,202 1,650 1,498 1,838 1,655
Dallas-Pt. Worth. 2 915' 2,538* 1,547 1,616 1,513 1,684
Denver P 240* 2.480 ■ L,626* 1,633 1,880* 1,698
Detroit 2 100 2,229 1,714 1,542 1,883 1,682
Kansas City 2 155 2,426 1,773 1,652 1,977 1,737*
Los Angeles 2 200 2,459 1,872 1,619 1,728 1,676
Louisville 2 3i6 2,316 1,649 1,589 1,770 1,710
Minneapolis-St. Paul 2 111 2,127 1,976 1,650* 2,227 1,707
hew Orleans 1 870 2,093 1,402 1,557 1,553 1,621
Mew York-Rewark 1 525 1,825 1,341 1,377 1,497 1,521
Philadelphia 1 550 ' 1,792 . 1,061 1,354 1,250 .1,495
Pittsburgh 1 971 2,154 1,545 1,484 1,757 1,605
Portland 2 375 2,277 1,942 1,571 1,800 1,618
St. Louis 1 906 2,417 1,404 1,634 1,765 1.705
San Prancisco-Oakland 2 960 2,421 2.144 1,520 1,964 1,568
Washington, D. C. 2 491 2,066 1,259 ... 1JL9JL 1,557 .... 1,530
■^Wholesale price less transportation costs.
^Optimum distribution is defined as the distribution that maximized net revenue 
to each production area under conditions of perfect competition.
-"-Denotes consuming centers that received shipments, or would have received
shipments- from Arkansas under the optimum situation.
1
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Appendix Table 21. Carlot Receipts of California Svreet Potatoes and Estimated Receipts
Resulting from Actual and, Optimuml Distributions, by Consuming Centers, and Marketing
Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
marketing period
yJ ^  i i v j  i J - i j  j  X l l f - ' ,
center 1, 2 : 3Actual : Optimum : Actual : Optimum : Actual : Optimum
Atlanta
Baltimore
Birmingham
Boston
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Dallas-Pt. Worth
Denver
Carlot equivalents
Detroit 
Kansas City 
Los Angeles ' 84 828 502 348
Louisville
Kinneapolis-St. Paul
ITew Orleans
hew York-Kewark
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Portland 3 60 312 ■68 112
St. Louis
San Prancisco-Oakland 25 112 306 882 198 320
Washington, D. C.
Total receipts 112 112 1,194 1,194 780 780
Ret revenue (dollars) 513,575 320,432 2,755,880 2,340,552 1,680,108 1.565,544
■^Optimum distribution is defined as the distribution that maximized net revenue
to each production area under conditions of perfect competition.
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°2.Appendix Table'  ^
Shippers Resultin'-' 
Marketing Periods,
Estimated ITet Prices"'. ]
from Actual and Optimum'
1953-59 crop Season
'er Carload of Sweet Potatoes to California
Distributions, by Consuming Centers’and
Consuming
center
** Marketing: period
; 1 •* 2 »* 3
: Actual : Ootimum : Actual ; Optimum : Actual u Optimum
Dollars
Atlanta ' 1,940 1,871 1.068 1,136 1,100 1,220
Baltimore 1,150 . 1,271 588 GOl 715. 1,019
Birmingham 1,535 1,912 998 1,152 840 1,234
Boston 1,230 1,300 858 995 875 1,137
Chicago 1,725 2.012 1.303 1,319 1,528 1,380
Cincinnati 1,405 1.923 1,175 1,205 1.428 1,336
Cleveland 1,750 1.872 1.320 ’1.168 1.508 1,325
Dallas-Et. forth ■ 2,550 2,173 1.182 1,251 1,143 1,319
Denver 3,200 2,440 1,586 1,593 1,840* 1,658
Detroit 1.780 1,909 1,394 1,222 1,563 1,362
Kansas City 1,875 2,146 1,493 1,372 1,697 1,457
Los -Angeles 2,620* 2.789 2,202* 1,949 2,058* 2,006*
Louisville 1.936 1,936 1,269 1,209 1,390 1,330
!-linneapolis-St. Paul 1,886 1,902 1,751 1,425 2,002 1,482
hew Orleans 1,450 1,673 982 1,137 1,133 1,201
New York-lTewark 1,180 1,480 996 - 1,032 1,152 1,176
Philadelphia 1.200 1,442 711 1,004 900 1,145
Pittsburgh 1.626 1,809 1,200 1,139 1,412 1,260
Portland 2,765* 2,66 7 2,332* 1.961* .2,190* 2.008*
St, Louis 1,556 2,067 1,134 1,284 ■ 1,41.5 1,355
San Francisco-Oakland 3,400* 2,861* 2,584* 1,960* 2,404* 2,008*
Washington, D. C. 1,180 1,701 894 1.030 1.192 1,165
Wholesale price less transportation costs.
^Optimum distribution is defined as the distribution that maximized net revenue 
to each production area under conditions of perfect competition.
*Denotes consuming centers that received shipments, or would have received
shi aments from California under the optimum situation.
Appendix Table 23. Carlot Receipts of Delaware Sweet Potatoes and Estimated Receipts
Resulting from Actual and Optimum^ Distributions, by Consuming Centers, and Marketing
Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Consuming
center
Marketing period 
2
Actual : Optimum : Actual__: Optimum ; Actual : Optimum
Carlot equivalents  ........ .
Atlanta
Baltimore 6
Birmingham
Boston
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Dallas-Pt, North
Denver
Detroit
Kansas City
Los Angeles
Louisville
Minneanol:s-St. Paul
New Orleans
New York-Newark 6 2 2
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Portland
St. Louis '
San Francisco-Oakland
Nashington, D. C.       .1__ _________ ____________________ _ _____________ _____
Total receipts_______    6____________    _ 2___    2.
Net revenue (dollars)________________________ ____ 7,153____ 9 ,852_____ ' 5. 524_____ 3-572
10ptimum distribution is defined as the distribution that.maximized net revenue
to each production area under conditions of perfect competition.
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Appendix Table 24. Estimated Net Prices Per Carload of Sweet Potatoes to Delaware
Shippers Resulting from Actual and Optimum2 Distributions, by Consuming Centers and
Marketing Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Consuming
center
Marketing periods
1 : 2 • 3
Actual : Optimum : Actual : Optimum : Actual : Optimum
Dollars
Atlanta 1,458 1,526 1,490 1,610
Baltimore - 1,193* 1,466 1,320 1,624
Birmingham 1,328 1,482 1,170 1,564
Boston 1,463 1,600 1,480 1,742
Chicago 1,603 1,619 - 1,828 1,680
Cincinnati 1,560 1,590 1,813 1,721
Cleveland 1,770 1,618 1,958 1,775
Dallas-Pt* North 1,267 1,336 1,233 1,404
Denver 1,456 1,463 1,710 1,528
Detroit 1,794 1,622 1,963 1,762
Kansas City 1,628 1,507 1,832 1,592
Los Angeles 1,632 1,379 1,488 1.436
Louisville 1,629 1,569 1,750 1,690
Minneapolis-St. Paul 1,916 1,590 2,167 1,647
New Orleans 1,192 1', 347 1,343 1,411
New York-Newark 1,606 1,642* 1,762* 1,786*
Philadelphia 1,326 1,619 1,515 1,760
Pittsburgh 1,705 1,644 1,917 1,765
Portland 1,812 1,441 1,670 1,488
St. Louis 1,384 1,534 1,665 1,605
San Francisco-Oakland 1,934 1,310 1,754 1,358
Washington, D. C. 1,494 1,630 1?792 _  ^ l765__
"^Wholesale price less transportation costs.
O
Optimum distribution is defined as the distribution that maximized net revenue 
to each production area under conditions of perfect competition.
*Denotes consuming centers that received shipments, or would have received
shipments from Delaware under the optimum situation.
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Appendix Table 25. Carlot Receipts of Florida Sweet Potatoes and Estimated Receipts
Resulting from Actual and Optimum!- Distributions, by Consuming Centers, and Marketing
Periods, 195S-59 Cron Season
Consuming
centers
Marketing period
1 2 3
Actual . : Optimum : Actual : Optimum : Actual__: Optimum
Atlanta
Baltimore
Birmingham 2
Boston
Chicago
Cincinnati .
Cleveland 
Dallas-Ft. Worth
Denver . •
Detroit ' -
Kansas City 
Los Angeles 
Louisville
Kinneapolis-St. Paul'
Pew Orleans 
Hew York-Hewark 
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh ' -
Portland
St, Louis
San Francisco-Oakland
Washington, D. C. ■_______     '____ ____________;______
Total receipts_______    2__________ 2
Het revenue (dollars)______ :_.______ .______ „_____   ,______  2.4-4-0______ 3,320
'^Optimum distribution is defined as the distribution that maximized net revenue
to each production area under conditions of perfect competition.
Appendix 26. Estimated Het Prices1 Per Carload of Sweet Potatoes to Florida Shippers
Resulting from Actual and Optimum^ Distributions, by Consuming Centers ana Marketing
Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Consuming
center
: Marketing period
: 1 : 2 : 3
: Actual : Optimum : Actual : Optimum : Actual : Optimum
Atlanta
Dollars
1,540 1,660*
Baltimore 1,110 1,414
Birmingham 1,220* 1,614
Boston 1,255 1,517
Chicago 1,723 1,575
Cincinnati 1,723 .1,631
Cleveland 1,783 1,600
Dallas-Ft. Worth ' 1,293 1,464
Denver , 1,645 1,463
Detroit 1,813 1,612
Kansas City 1,792 1,552
Los Angeles 1,503 1,451
Louisville 1,690 1,630
Minneapolis-S't. Paul I 2,072 1,552
Dew Orleans .1,448 1,516
Dew York-Dewark 1,537 1,561
Philadelphia 1,290 1 ,535
Pittsburgh 1,732 1,580
Portland 1,610 1,428
St. Louis 1,625 1,565
San Francisco-Oakland 1,744 1,348
Washington. D. C. 1,597 !»570
^Wholesale price less transportation costs.
20ptimum distribution is defined as the distribution that maximised net revenue 
to each production area under conditions of perfect competition.
^Denotes consuming centers that received shipments, or would have received
shipments from Florida under the optimum situation.
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Appendix Table 27. Carlot Receipts of Georgia Sweet Potatoes and Estimated Receipts
Resulting from Actual and Optimum! Distributions, by Consuming Centers, and Marketing
Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Consuming
center
Atlanta 
Baltimore 
Birmingham 
Boston 
Chicago 
Cincinnati 
Cleveland 
Dallas-Ft. Forth 
Denver 
Detroit 
Kansas City 
Los Angeles 
Louisville
Kinneapolis-St. Paul
Hew Orleans
Hew York-Keyark
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Portland
St. Louis
San Francisco-Oakland 
Fashington, D. C.
Total receipts
Marketing period
1 : 2 : 3
Actual : Optimum : Actual : Optimum : Actual Optimum
31 '
Carlot eouivalents 
31 270 270 106 106
32 32 270 270 106
Let revenue (dollars)______78 ,7GO____ 77.004- 452,810 451.170 173,310
106
186,030
Optimum distribution is defined as the distribution that maximized net revenue
to each production area under conditions of perfect competition.
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Appendix Table 28, Estimated Net Prices-^ - Per Carload of Sweet Potatoes to Georgia
Shippers Resulting from Actual and Optimum2 Distributions, by Consuming Centers and
Marketing Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Consuming 
c ent er
»» Marketing period
: 1 : 2 *• 3
: Actual : Optimum : Actual : Optimum : Ac tual : Optimum
Atlanta 2,475* 2,406*
Dollars 
1,603* 1,671* 1,635* 1,755*
Baltimore 1,600 1,721 ■1,038 1,311 1,165 1,469
Birmingham '2,015* 2,392 1,478 1,632 1,320 1,714
Boston 1,665 1,735 1,293 1,430 1,310 1,572
Chicago 2,015 2,302 1,593 1,609 1,818 1,670
Cincinnati 1,795 2,313 1,565 1,595 1,818 1,726
Cleveland 2,115 2,237 1,685 1,533- 1,873 1,690
Dallas-Ft. Worth 2,795 2,418* 1,427 1,496 1,393 1,564
Denver 3,110 2,350 1,496 1,503 1,750 1,568
Detroit 2,125 2,254 1,739 1,567 .1,908 1,707
Kansas City 2.060 2,331 1,678 1,557 1,882 1,642
Los Angeles 2,165 2,334 1,747 1,494 1.603 1,551
Louisville 2,331 2,331 1,664 1,604 1,785 1,725
Kinneapolis-St, Paul 2,036 2,052 1,901 1,575 2,152 1,632
New Orleans 1.830 2,053 1,362 1,517 1,513 1,581
New York-Newark 1,620 1,920 1,436 1,472 1,592 1,6l6
Philadelphia 1,645 1,887 1,156 1,449 1,345 1,590
Pittsburgh 2,006 2,189 1,580 1,519 1,792 1,640
Portland 2,285 2,187 1,852 1,481 1,710 1,528
St. Louis 1,851 2.362 1,429 1,579 .1,710 1,650
San Francisco-Oakland 2,840 2,301 2,024 1,400 1,844 1.448
¥a sh i ng t on, D. C, _...- 2jl5§.6 2,161 ... 1W5A__. 1,490 . 1,652 __JLl§25
^Wholesale price less transportation costs.
^Optimum distribution is defined as the distribution that maximised net revenue 
to each production area under conditions of perfect competition.
*Denotes consuming centers that received shipments, or would have received
shipments from Georgia under the optimum situation.
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Appendix Table 29. Carlot Receipts of Illinois Sweet Potatoes and Estimated Receipts
Resulting from Actual and Optlmuml Distributions, by Consuming Centers, and Marketing
Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Consuming
center
Marketing period
Atlanta
Baltimore
Birmingham
Boston
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Dallas-Ft. Worth
Denver
Detroit
Kansas City
Los Angeles
Louisville
Kinneapolis-St. Paul
New Orleans
New York-Newark
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Portland
St. Lpuis
gan FranciscorOakland 
Washington, D. C.
Total receipts _
Actual : Optimum Actual Optimum
Net revenue (dollars)
Carlot equivalents
Actual : Optimum
3,690 3,550
■^Optimum distribution is defined as the distribution that maximized net revenue
to each production area under conditions of perfect competition.
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Appendix Table 30. Estimated Net Pricesl Per Carload of Sweet Potatoes to Illinois
Shippers Resulting from Actual and Optimum2 Distributions, by Consuming Centers and
Marketing Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Consuming
center
Marketing period
1 : 2  : b
Actual : Optimum : Actual : Optimum : Actual : Optimum
Atlanta
Dollars
1,555 1,675
Baltimore t 1,145 1,449
Birmingham 1,270 1,664
Boston ' 1,295 1,557
Chicago 1,923 1,775*
Cincinnati 1,868 1,776
Cleveland 1,923 1,740
Dallas-Ft. Worth 1,423 1,594
Denver 1,875 1,693
Detroit 1,958 1,757
Kansas City 2,012 1,772
Los Angeles 1,658 1,606
Louisville 1,855 1,795
Kinneapolis-St. Paul 2,282 1,762
hew Orleans 1,493 1,561
New York-Newark 1,577 1,601
Philadelphia 1,330 1,575
Pittsburgh 1,842 1,690
Portland 1,835 1,653
St. Louis 1,845* 1,785
San Francisco-Oakland 1,919 1,523
Washington, D, C. 1,622 1,595
■^Wholesale price less transportation costs.
^Optimum distribution is defined as the distribution that maximized net revenue 
to each production area under conditions of perfect competition.
^Denotes consuming centers that received shipments, or would have received
shipments from Illinois under the optimum situation.
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Appendix Table 31. Carlot Receipts of Indiana Sweet Potatoes and Estimated Receipts
Resulting from Actual and Optimum**- Distributions, by Consuming Centers, and marketing
Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Consuming
center
I-larketing •period
1    £—■________   •
Actual : Optimum : Actual
2
Actual : Optimum Optimum
Carlot equivalents
Atlanta
Baltimore
Birmingham
Boston
Chicago 6 2
Cincinnati
Cleveland
6
2
Dallas-Ft, Worth 
Denver 
Detroit 
Kansas City 
Los Angeles 
Louisville
Minneapolis-St. Paul 
hew Orleans 
Dew York-17ewark
Philadelphia -
Pittsburgh
Portland
St. Louis
San Francisco-Oakland
Washington, D. C . ____________ _______ _ ________ ____ _______________________________
Total receipts___________    . _______ 6__________ 6__________ 2__________ 2
■^Optimum distribution Is defined as the distribution that maximized net revenue
to each production area under conditions of perfect competition.
I'let revenue (dollars). 9,870 10,434______3.906______ 3,600
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IAppendix Table 32. Estimated ITet Prices^- Per Carload of Sweet Potatoes to Indiana
Shippers Resulting from Actual and Optimum2 Distributions, by Consuming Centers and
Marketing Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Consuming ~ :---------- ,-------- :---
~ :_________1 _______L . ________ 2 -ueuoer Actual : Optimum-.: Actual : Optimum : Actual : Optimum
Dollars
Atlanta 1,533 1,601 ■ 1,565 1,685
Baltimore 1,048 1,321 1,175 ■ 1,479
Birmingham 1.433 1,587 1,275 1,669
Boston 1,313 1,450 1,330 1,592
Chicago 1,723 1,739* 1,948 1,800*
Cincinnati 1,645*. 1,675 1,898 1,806
Cleveland 1,765 1,613 1,953* 1,770
Balias-Pt, Worth 1,422 1,491 1,388 1,559
Denver 1,616 1,623 1,870 1,688
Detroit 1,824 1,652 1,993 1,792
Kansas City 1,798 1,677 2,002 1,762
Dos Angeles 1,797 1,544 1,653 .1,601
Louisville 1.764 1.704 1,835 1,825
Kinneapolis-St. Paul' 2,026 ' 1.700 2,277 1,757
Dew Orleans 1.312 1.467 1,463 1,531
Dew York-lTewark 1.451 1.487 1,607 1.631
Philadelphia 1.171 1,464 1,360 1,605
Pittsburgh 1,660 1,599 1,872 1,720
Portland 1.972 1,601 1,830 1,648
St, Louis 1.559 1,709 1,840 1,780
San Francisco-Oakland 2,094 1,470 1,914 1,518
Washington, D. C. 1.354 .  i n 2°. 1.652 ' 1,625
^Wholesale price less transportation costs.
p
Optimum distribution is defined as the distribution that maximized net revenue 
to each production area under conditions of perfect competition,
U j
1— l
• '^ 'Denotes consuming centers, that received shipments, or would have received o\
shipments from Indiana under the optimum situation.
Appendix Table 33. Carlot Receipts of Iowa Sweet Potatoes and Estimated Receipts
Resulting from Actual and Optimum^- Distributions, by Consuming Centers, and.
Marketing Periods,1958-59 Crop Season
Consuming * 
center I
Marketing period
1 : 2 : 3
Actual : Optimum : Actual : Optimum : Actual : Optimum
Atlanta
Baltimore
Birmingham
Boston
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Dallas-Ft. ;forth
Denver
Detroit
Kansas City ■
Los Angeles 
Louisville
Carlot equivalents
Minneapolis-St. Paul
Few Orleans
21 ew Tork-Wewark
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Portland
St. Louis
San Francisco-Oakland 
Washington, D. C.
6 6 2 2
Total receluts 6 6 2 2
il.e.t x eYenv..e_{dollars)_ 12,756 10,770 4,744 _____ 5J0*
■^Optimum distribution is defined as the distribution that maximized net revenue
to each production area under conditions of perfect competition.
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Appendix Table 34. Estimated Net Prices1 Per Carload of Sweet Potatoes to Iowa Shippers
Resulting from Actual and Optimum^ Distributions, by 'Consuming Centers and Marketing
Periods, 195o-5Q Crop Season •
rinri qiipit vin’ Marketing periodv  w  O LAX J<X-Lf—, 1 • o • , 3r\ nvi +■ or* * - -L. •  ^ 1till U cl Actual : Optimum : Actual : Optimum : Actual : Optimum
Dollars
Atlanta 1,453 1,521 1,485 1,605
Baltimore 1,023 1,296 1,150 1,454
Birmingham 1,358 1,512 1,200 1,594
Boston 1,293 1,430 1,310 1,572
Chicago 1,738 1,754 1,963 1,815
Cincinnati 1,595 1,625 1,848 1,756
Cleveland 1,750 1,598 1,938 1,755
Dallas-Ft. Worth 1,422 \ 1.491 1,388 1,559
Denver 1,661 1,668 1,915 1,733
Detroit 1,329 1,657 1,998 1,797
Kansas City 1,813 1,697 . 2,022 1,782
Los Angeles 1,322 1,569 1,678 1.626
Louisville 1,639 1,629 1,810 1,750
Minneapolis-St. Paul 2.121* 1,795* 2,372* 1,852*
Hew Orleans 1,267 1,422 1,418 1,486
Hew York-Hewark 1,426 1,462 1,582 1,606
Philadelphia 1,141 1,434 1,330 1,575
Pittsburgh 1,635 1,574 1,847 1,695
Portland 2,037 1,666 1,895 1,713
St. Louis 1,544 1,694 1,825 1,765
San. Francisco-Oakland 2,159 1,535 1,979 1,583
Washington, D. C. 1.324 1,460 -.1-1.6.22 ...1,595
^Wholesale price less transportation costs.
Optimum distribution is defined as the distribution that maximized net revenue 
to each production area under conditions of perfect competition.
^Denotes,consuming centers that received shipments, or would have received
shipments from Iovra under the optimum situation.
Appendix Table 35. Garlot Receipts of Kansas Sweet Potatoes and Estimated Receipts
Resulting from Actual and Optimum^ Distributions, by Consuming Centers, and Marketing
Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Consuming
center
: Marketing period
: 1 : 2 •• 3
: Actual : Optimum : Actual. : Optimum : Actual : Optimum
Carlot equivalents
Atlanta
Baltimore
Birmingham " •
Boston
Chicago ■ 4
Cincinnati
■-•V
Cleveland 0
Dallas-Ft. Worth
Denver ' : ‘ 6 14
Detroit
Kansas City 42 .36 20 14
Los Angeles
Louisville
Hinneapolis-St. Paul 1 4
New Orleans
Dew York-Newark
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Portland
St. Louis
San Francisco-Oakland 
Washington, D. C.
Total receipts • 42 42 28 28
Bet revenue (dollars) 78,456 73.350 58,160 50,960
^Optimum distribution is defined as the distribution that maximized net revenue
to each production area under conditions of perfect competition.
Appendix Table 36. Estimated Ret Prices! Per Carload of Sweet Potatoes to Kansas
Shippers Resulting from Actual and Optimum2 Distributions, by Consuming Centers and
Marketing Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Consuming
center
Marketing period
1 : 2 ........ 3
Actual : Optimum : Actual : Optimum : Actual : Optimum
' " " Dollars
Atlanta 1,423 1,491 1,455 1,575
Baltimore 948 1,221 1,075 1,379
Birmingham 1,338 1,492 1,180 1,574
Boston 1,213 1,350 1,230 1,492
Chicago 1,643 1,659 1,868* 1,720
Cincinnati 1,540 1,570 1,793 1,701
Cleveland 1,670 1,518 1,858 1,675
Dallas-Ft. ¥orth 1,492 1,561 1,458 1,629
Denver 1,736 1,743* 1,990 1,808*
Detroit 1,739 1,567 1,908 1,707
Kansas City 1,868* 1,747* 2,072* 1,832*
Los Angeles 1,922 ' 1,669 1,778 1,726
Louisville 1,649 ■ 1,589 1,770 1,710
Minneapolis-St. Paul 2,061 1,735 2,312* 1,792
!Tew Orleans 1,257 1,412 1,408 1,476
Dew Xork-Kewark 1,356 1,392 1,512 1,536
Philadelphia 1,071 1,364 1,260 1,505
Pittsburgh 1,560 1,499 1,772 1,620
Portland 2,082 1,711 1,940 1,758
St. Louis 1,509 . 1,659 1,790 1,730
San Francisco-Oakland 2,209 1,585 2,029 1,633
Washington, D, C, . 1,254 . .l,32P„ 1,552 1:5.25,.
■^Wholesale price less transportation costs.
^Optimum distribution is defined as the distribution that maximized net revenue 
to each production area under conditions of perfect competition.
^Denotes consuming centers that received shipments, o.r would have received
shipments from Kansas under the optimum situation.
Appendix Table 37. Carlot Receipts of Kentucky Sweet Potatoes and Estimated
Resulting from Actual and Optimum! Distributions, by Consuming Centers, and 1
Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season . '
Receipts
Marketing
Consuming
center 1
marketing period
Actual : Optimum ; Actual : Optimum : Actual : Optimum
Carlot equivalents *
Atlanta
Baltimore
Birmingham
Boston
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Dallas-Ft. Worth
Denver
Detroit
Kansas-City
Los Angeles
Louisville
Kinneapolis-St, Paul
Dew Orleans
New York-Rewark
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Portland
St, Louis
San Francisco-Oakland 
Washington. D. 0,
Total receipts
Ret revenue (dollars) 3.'756
 2_
JL522.
Optimum distribution is defined as the distribution that maximized n
to each production area under conditions of perfect competition.
et revenue
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Appendix Table 38. Estimated Net Prices-*- Per Carload of Sweet Potatoes to Kentucky
Shippers Resulting from Actual and Optimum2 Distributions, by Consuming Centers and
Marketing Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Consuming
center
« iiftl l i e  \J CJ. 1 U U  
: 1- : 2 : 3
: Actual : Optimum : Actual : .Optimum : Ac tual : Optimum
Atlanta
Dollar®
1,580 1.700
Baltimore 1,150 1,454
Birmingham 1 >305 1,699
Boston 1,295 1,557
Chicago 1,903 1,755
Cincinnati 1,868* ■ 1,776
Cleveland 1,923 1,740
Dallas-Ft, Worth 1,443 1,614
Denver 1.860 1,678
Detroit 1.958 1,757
Kansas City , 1,992 1.752
Los Angeles 1,673 1,621
Louisville 1,855 1,795*
Minneapolis-St. Paul 2,267 1,747
Hew Orleans 1.508 1,576
hew York-Newark 1,577 1.601
Philadelphia 1,325 1,570
Pittsburgh 1,842 1,690
Portland 1,820 1,638
S-fc. Louis 1,825 1,765
San Francisco 1,909 1.513
Washington, D. C. 1,632 . l,6P5_
'Wholesale price less transportation costs.
to
Optimum distribution is defined as the distribution that maximized net revenue 
each production area under conditions of perfect competition.
^Denotes consuming centers that received shipments, or would have received
shipments from Kentucky under the optimum situation.
H
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Appendix Table 39. Carlot Receipts cf Louisiana Sweet Potatoes and Estimated Receipts
Resulting from Actual and.Optimum1 Distributions, by Consuming Centers, and Marketing
Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Consuming
center
Marketing period
1 . »• 2 •• 3
: Ac tual : Optimum : Actual : Optimum : Actual : Optimum
Carlot equivalents
Atlanta
Baltimore 12 10
Birmingham 2 8
Boston 2
Chicago 43 552 282 356 438
Cincinnati 11 84 42 16
Cleveland 16 222 110
Dallas-Et,. Worth
Denver 6 127 60 6 44
Detroit 21 27.0 148
Kansas City 9 84 126 22 38
Los Angeles 49 882 70
Louisville 7 48 28 16
Minneapolis-St. Paul 1 48 312 24 182
Hew Orleans 13 270 216 116 108
Mew York-Mewark 13 36 28
Philadelphia 6 12 4
Pittsburgh 10 84 40
Portland
St. Louis 15 132 96 ■72 90
San Prancisco-Oakland
Washington, D. C. 5
Total receipts 176 176 1,914 ... 1,91" 1,010 1,010
Bet revenue (dollars) 350,568... 428,511 2,996,460 1,9.52,224 1,781,574
^Optimum distribution is defined as the distribution that maximized net revenue
to each production area under conditions of perfect competition.
A-ppendix Table 40. Estimated Net Prices1 Per Carload of Sweet Potatoes to Louisiana
Shippers Resulting from Actual and Optimum2 Distributions, by Consuming Centers and
Marketing Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Marketing periodu unsmiling
center 1
•
• 2 : 3
Actual : Optimum : Actual : Optimum : Actual : Optimum.
Dollars
Atlanta 2,365 . 2,296 ■ 1,493 1,561 1,525 1,645
Baltimore 1,495’ 1,616 933* 1,206 1,060* 1,364
Birmingham 1,960 2,337 1,423 1,577 1.265* 1,659*
Boston 1,555 1,625 1,183 1,320 1,200* 1,462
Chicago 2,000* 2,287 1,578* 1,594* 1,303* 1,655*
Cincinnati 1,725* 2,243 1,495* 1,525 1,748* 1,656*
Cleveland 2', 050* 2,172 1 ,620* 1,468 1,808* 1,625
Dallas-Pt. Worth 2,895 2,518 1,527 1,596 1,493 1,664
Denver 3,195* 2,435* 1 ,581* 1.588 1,835* 1,653*
Detroit '2,065* 2,194 1,679* 1,507 1,848* 1,647
Kansas City 2,095* 2,366 1,713* 1,592* 1,917* 1,677*
Los Angeles 2,265 2,434* 1,847 1,594* 1,703 1,651*
Louisville 2.286* 2,286 1,619* 1,559 1,740* 1,680*
Minneapolis-St. Paul 2 ,056* 2,072 1 ,921* 1,595* 2,172* 1,652*
Hew Orleans 1,915* 2,138 1,447* 1,602* 1.598* 1 ,666*
Hew York-Newark 1,510* ■ 1,310 1 .326* 1,362 1,482* 1,506
Philadelphia 1,540* 1,782 1,051*. 1,344 1,240* 1,485
Pittsburgh 1 ,926* 2.109 1,500* 1,439 1,712* • 1.560
Portland 2,370 2,272 1,937 1,566 1.795 1,613
St. Louis 1.861* 2,372 1,439* 1,589* 1,720* 1,660*
San Erancisco-Oakland 2,940 2,401 2,124 1,500 1,944 1,548
Washington, D. C. 2,481* 2,056 249., 1,385 1.547 1,520
^Wholesale nrice 1 ess transportation co sts.
^Orti .urn distribution is defined as the distribu tion that max:.mized net revenue
to each production area under conditions of perfect competition.
^Denotes consuming centers that received shipments, or would have received
shipments from Louisiana under the optimum situation.
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Appendix Table 4l. Carlot Receipts of Maryland Sweet Potatoes and Estimated Receipts
Resulting from Actual and Optimum^ Distributions, by Consuming Centers, and Marketing
Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Consuming
center
Atlanta
Baltimore
Birmingham
Boston
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Dallas-Pt. forth
Denver
Detroit
Kansas City
Los Angeles
Louisville
Minneapolis-St. Paul 
' Mew Orleans 
Pew York-iTewark 
Philadelphia 
Pittsburgh 
Portland 
St. Louis
San Prancisco-Oakland 
Washington, D. C.
Total receipts_______
Het revenue (dollars)
Actual Optimum Actual : Optimum
8
1
3
4
 22_
41,940
3
  22_
50.877
Carlot equivalents
144
24
12
30
138
66
42
24
480
334
96
Actual
480
76
12
12
10
30
16
12
•4
10
182
Optimum
182
182
695,334 788,552 284,100 352.052
^Optimum distribution is defined as the distribution that maximized net revenue
to each production area under conditions' of perfect competition.
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Appendix Table 42. Estimated ITet Pricesi Per Carload of Sweet Potatoes to Maryland
Shippers Resulting from Actual and Optimum2 Distributions, by Consuming Centers and
Marketing Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
• •# Marketing periodConsuming 1 : 2 •• 3center • Actual : Optimum : Actual : Optimum : Actual : Optimum
Atlanta 2,350 2,261
Dollars 
1,458 1,526 1,490 1,610
Baltimore 1,755* 1,876 1,193* 1,466 1,320* 1,624
Birmingham 1,865 2,242 1,328 1,482 1,170 1,564
Boston 1,835* 1,905 1,463* 1,600 1,480* 1,742
Chicago 2,025 2,312* '1,603 1,619 1,828 1,680
Cincinnati 1,790 2,308 1,560*' 1,590 1,813* 1,721
Cleveland 2,200 - 2,322* 1,770* 1,618 1,958* 1,775
Dallas-Pt. Forth 2,635 2,258 .1,267 1,336 1,233 1,404
Denver 3,070 2,310 1,456 . 1,463 1,710 1,528
Detroit 2,180 2,309* 1,794 1,622 1,963 1,762
Kansas City 2,010 2,281 1,628 1,507 1,832 1,592
Los Angeles 2,050 2,219 1,632 1,379 1,488 1,436
Louisville 2,296 2,296 1,629 1,569 1,750 1,690
Minneapolis-St. Paul 2,051 • 2,067 1,916 . 1,590 2,167 1,647
Mew Orleans 1,660 1,883 1,192 1,347 1,343 1,411
Mew York-Hewark 1,790* 2,090 1,606* 1,642* 1,762* 1.786*
Philadelphia 1,815* 2,057 1,326* 1,619 1,515* 1,760
Pittsburgh ■2,131* 2,314 1 ,705* 1,644* 1,917* 1,765
Portland 2,245 2,147 1,812 1,441 1,670 1,488
St. Louis 1,806 2,317* 1,384 1,534 1,665* 1,605
San Francisco-Oakland 2,750 2,211 1,934 1,310 1,754 1,358
Washington, D. C. 2,726* .2*201-- 1.494* 1,630 . .,.1;792_.. . 1,765
^Wholesale price less transportation costs.
^Optimum distribution is defined as the distribution_that maximized net revenue 
to each production area under conditions of perfect competition.
^Denotes consuming centers that received shipments, or would have received
shipments from Maryland under the optimum situation.
Appendix Table 43. Carlot Receipts of Mississippi Sweet Potatoes and Estimated Receipts
Resulting from Actual and Optimum^ Distributions, by Consuming Centers, and Marketing
Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Consuming
center
Atlanta
Baltimore
Birmingham
Boston
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Dallas-Pt. Worth
Denver
Detroit
Kansas City
Los Angeles
Louisville
Minneapolis-St. Paul
New Orleans
ITew York-I'Jewark
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Portland
St. Louis
San Francisco-Oakland 
Washington, D. C.
Total receipts
Marketing period
Actual : Optimum
2
9
3
19
JiL
Ret revenue (dollars) _ ,7 63
; Actual : Optimum 
Carlot 'equivalents
"2T
12
12
6
o
6
6
6
6
18
102
102
102
Actual
2
2
2'
2
2
2
IS
1 6 3 .2 36 211,242 3 1 ,5 2 6
Optimum
18
 18 ,.
38,124
Optimum distribution is defined as the distribution that maximized net revenue
to each production area under conditions of perfect competition.
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Appendix Table 44, Estimated Net Prices^ Per Carload of Sweet Potatoes to Mississippi
Shippers Resulting from Actual and Optimum*? Distributions, by Consuming Centers and
Marketing Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Consuming
center
Marketing period
: 1 •* 2 •• 3
: Actual : Optimum : Actual : Optimum : Actual : Optimum
Atlanta • 2,430* 2,361
Dollars 
1,553* 1,626 1,590* 1.710
Baltimore 1,550 1,68l 998 1,271 1,125 1,429
Birmingham 2,050* . 2,407 1,493* 1,647 1.335* 1.729
Boston 1,625 1,695 .1,253 1,390 1,270 ■1,532
Chicago 2,0S0 . 2,337 ' 1,628* 1,644 1,853* 1,705
Cincinnati 1 .805* 2,52p 1,575* 1,605 1,828 1.736
Cleveland 2,125* 2.247 1,6-95* 1,543 1,883* 3 ,700
Dallas-Pt. Worth 2.865 2,488 1.497 1,566 ■ 1,463 1,634
Denver 3,1 o p p A 2 5 1,571* 1.578 1.825 1,643
Detroit 2.158 2’264. 1.749* 1 . c77 1.918 1 .717
Kansas City 2.140' ■ 2.411 1,758 1.637 1 ,962* 1,722
Los Angeles 2,240 2,409 1,822 1.569 1,678 1.626
Louisville 2.361 2/361 1.694* 1,634 1.815* • 1.755
Minneapolis-St. Paul 2,101 2,117 1 .966* 1,640 2.217 1.697
New Orleans 1,865 2 ,OSS 1.397 1,552 .1.548 1,616
New York-Newark 1.580 1,880 1.396 1.432 1.552 ■1,576
Philadelphia 1,600 1.842 1,111 1.404 1,300 1.545
Pittsburgh 2.016 2.199 1.590 1.529 1,802 1,650
Portland 2.875 2,777* 2,442 2,071* 2,300 2,118*
St. Louis 1 ,916* 2,427 1 .494* 1,644 1,775* 1,715
San Francisco-Oakland 2,910 2,371 2.094 1.470 1,914 1,518
Washington. D. C»..... . 2,546 2,121 ...IJM.. . 1,450 1,612 ____1;_585__.
1Wholesale rrice less transportation costs.
20ptimum distribution is defined as the distribution that maximized;net revenue 
to each production area under conditions of perfect competition.
^Denotes consuming 'centers that received shipments, or would have received
shipments from Mississippi under the optimum situation.
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Appendix Table 45. Carlot Receipts of Missouri Street Potatoes and Estimated Receipts
Resulting from Actual and Optimum^ Distributions, by Consuming Centers, and Marketing
Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Consuming
center
Atlanta
Baltimore
Birmingham
Boston
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Dallas-Pt. Worth
Denver
Detroit
Kansas City
Los Angeles
Louisville
Minneapolis-St. Paul
New Orleans.
New York-Newark
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Portland
St. Louis
San Prancisco-Oakland 
Washington, D. C.
TptaLjCiiQeljpts_______
Net revenue (dollars)
x _
Actual : Optimum
Marketing period
•3
Actual : Optimum : Actual
 3
6,055 7^566
Carlot equivalents
66
66
66
66
Optimum
104,874
20
20
20
20
114,774 37,400.....56,200
^Optimum distribution is defined as the distribution that maximized net revenue
to each production area under conditions of perfect competition.
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Appendix Table 46. Estimated. Ret Prices^ Per Carload of Sweet Potatoes to Missouri
Shippers Resulting from Actual and Optimum2 Distributions, by.Consuming Centers and
Marketing Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Consuming Marketing period
cearner Actual : Optimum : Actual : Optimum : Actual : Optimum
Atlanta 2,375 2.306
Dollars ■ 
1,503 1.571 1,535 1,655
Baltimore 1,590 1,711 1,028 1,301 1,155 1.459
Birmingham 1,945 2,322 1.408 1,562 1,250 . 1.644
Boston 1.660 1,730 1,288 1.425 1,305 1,567
Chicago • 2,135 2,422 1.713 1,729 1,938 1,790
Cincinnati 1,845 2,363 1,615 1,645 1,868 1.776
Cleveland 2,180' 2.302 1,750 1,598. 1,938 1,755
Dallas-Pt. Worth 2,830 2,453 1,462 1,531 1,428 1,599
Denver 3,270. 2,510 1,656 1,663 1,910 1,728..
Detroit 2,200 2,329 1,8l4 1,642 * 1,983 1,782
Kansas City 2,215 2,486 1,833 1,712 2,037 1,797
Bos Angeles 2,255 2,424 1,837 1,584 1,693 ■ 1,641
Louisville 2,396 2,396 1,729 1,669 1,850 , 1,790
Minneapolis-St. Paul 2,191. ’ 2,207 2,056 1,730 2,307 1,787
Dew Orleans 1,780. . . 2,003 1,312 1,467 • 1,463 1,531
Mew. Tork-Newark 1.615 1,915 1,431 1,467 1,587 1,611
Philadelphia 1.640. 1,882 1,151 . 1,444 1,340 1,585
Pittsburgh 2,066 2,249 1,640 1,579 1,852 1,700
Portland 2,445 2,347 2,012 1,641 1,870 • 1,688
St. Louis 2,0.11* 2,522* 1,589* . 1,739* 1,870* 1,810*
San Francisco-Oakland 2,950 2,411 2,134 1,510 1,954 1,558
Washington, D. C. . 2^66 .. 2,141 . .  1,33* 1,470 1,632 US.Q5_.
^Wholesale price less transportation costs.
20ptimum distribution is defined as the distribution that maximized net revenue 
to each production area under conditions of perfect'competition.
^Denotes consuming centers that received shipments, or would have received
shipments from Missouri under the optimum situation.
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Appendix Table 47. Carlot Receipts of Hew Jersey Sweet Potatoes and Estimated Receipts
Resulting from Actual and Optimum^ Distributions, by Consuming Centers, and Marketing
Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season.
Consuming 
center ’
i-iarketing period
1 *• 2 • 3
: Actual : Ontimum : Ac tual : Optimum : Actaul : Ontimumr- - 6arlot equivalents"
Atlanta 12
Baltimore 144 36
Birmingham
Boston 192 36 128 14
Chicago 18 90 14
Cincinnati 6 2
Cleveland 24 ' 324 18 156.
Dallas-Ft. Worth
Denver
Detroit 1 . 288 2 54
Kansas City
Los Angeles
Louisville
I-Iinneapolis-St, Paul 6 14
New Orleans
New York-Newark 1 426 168 292 242
Philadelphia 426 3.06 224 212
Pittsburgh 150 234 88 160
Portland
St. Louis
San Francisco-Oakland
Washington, D. C. 48 6 20
Total receipts 1 1 1,452 1,452 838 838
Net revenue (dollars) JL-,270_. . 2, m _ 2,137,968. 2,364,144 1,482,588
Optimum distribution is defined as the distribution that maximized net revenue
to each production area .under conditions of perfect competition.
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Appendix Table 48.
Shippers Resulting
Marketing Periods,
Estimated Met Prices^- per Carload of Sweet Potatoes
from Actual and Optimum4 
1 9 5 8 -5 9 Crop Season
Distributions, by Consuming
to Mew Jersey 
Centers and
Consuming Marketing period
center Actual ; Optimum : Actual : Optimum : Actual : Optimum
Dollars
Atlanta 2,325 2,256 1,453* 1,521 ■ 1,485 1,605
Baltimore ■1.755 1,875 1,193* 1,46 6 1,320* 1.624
Birmingham 1,860 2,237 1,323 1.477 1.165 1,559
Boston 1,860 1.930 1.488* 1,625* 1,505* 1,767
Chicago 2,030 2,317 1,608* 1,624* .1,833* 1,68r>
Cincinnati 1.790 2.308 1.560* 1,590 1,813* 1,721
Cleveland 2,205 2,327 1,775* 1,623* 1,963* 1,780
Dal.las-Ft. Worth 2,630 2,253 1,262 1,331 1,228 1,399
Denver 3,070 2,310 1,456 1,463 1,710 ' 1,528
Detroit 2,185 2,314* 1.799 1,627* 1,968* 1.767*
Kansas City 2,010 2.281 1.628 1.507 1,832 1.^02
Los Angeles 2,040 2,209 1,622 1,369 1,478 1,426
Louisville 2,296 2.296 1,629 1,569 1,750 1,690
Minneapolis-St. Paul 2,056 2,072 1.921* 1,595 2,172* 1.652
Lew Orleans 1.655 1.578 1.187 1,342 1,338 1,406
Lew York-Newark 1.770* 2,070 1,586* 1,622* 1,742* 1,766*
Philadelphia 1,820 2,062 1.331* 1,624* 1,520* 1,765*
Pittsburgh 2,136 2,319 1.710* 1,649* 1,922* 1,770*
Portland 2,250 2,152 . 1,817 1.446 1,675 1,493
St. Louis 1,806 ■ 2,317 1,384 1,534 1,665 1,605
San Francisco-Oakland 2,755 2.216 1,939 1.315 1,759 1,363
Washington, D. C. 2,721 2,296 1.625* l',7S7* 1,760
1,fholesale orne less transportation costs.
20ptimum distribution is defined as the distribution^that maximized net revenue 
to each production area under conditions of perfect competition.
■“‘Denotes consuming centers that received shipments, or would have received
shipments from Mew Jersey under the optimum- situation.
H
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Appendix Table 49. Carlot Receipts of Pew Mexico Sweet Potatoes and Estimated Receipts
Resulting from Actual and Optimum1 Distributions, by Consuming Centers, and Marketing
Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Consuming
center
Marketing period
1 : 2 »« 3
: Actual i Optimum : Actual ; Optimum : Actual : Optimum
Atlanta
Baltimore
Birmingham
Boston
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Carlot equivalents
Dallas-Ft. Worth 
Denver 
Detroit 
Kansas City 
Los Angeles
1
1
30
6
. 36
14
14
Louisville 
Minneapolis-St. Paul 
Sew Orleans 
Pew York-Pewark 
Philadelphia 
Pittsburgh 
Portland 
St, Louis
San Francisco-Oakland 
Washington, D. C.
Total receipts 1
i—11 36 14 14
Pet revenue (dollars) ..2x875.... 2,614 55.656 63,864 20,622 .'25,634
■^Optimum distribution is defined as the distribution that maximized net revenue
to each production area under conditions of perfect competition.
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'Appendix Tabi.e 50,
Shippers Resulting
Mark eting P er i o d s ,
Estimated
from Actual
1958-59 Crop
let Pricesl Per Carload
and O p t i m u m 2
Season
of Sweet Potatoes
Distributions, by Consuming
to New Mexico 
Centers and
Consuming-
center
Atlanta
Baltimore
Birmingham
Boston
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Dalias-Ft. Worth
Denver
Detroit
Kansas Citv
Dos Angeles
Louisville
Kinneapolis-3t, Paul
New Orleans
New York-Newark
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Portland
St. Louis
San Prancisco-Oakland 
gton, D. C.Yjashi
••
Marketing .period
------- -----
„2... .....1 2 :
Actual. : Optimum : Actual : Ontimum : Actual : Optimum
Dollars
2,210 2,141 1.338 1,406 1.370 1,490
1,385 ' 1,606 823 1,096 950 1.254
1,310 2.187 1,273 1,427 1,115 1. 509
1,455 ’ 1,525 1.083 ' 1.220 1,100 1.362
1.025 2,212 1.503 1.51S 1,728 . 1.580
1.640 2,158 1,410 1 ,44c. 1.663 1,571
1.070 2,092 1,540 1.388 1,728 1,545
2.875* 2.498 1,507* 1,576 1,473* 1.644
3,355 ' 2,595 1,741* 1,748 1,995 1.813
1,990 ■ 2,119 1,604 1.432 1,773 1,572
2 .110 2.381 1,728 1,607 1,932 1.692
2,445 2,614* 2,027 1,774* 1,883 1,831*
2,176- 2 .176 1.509 ■ 1,449 1,630 1.570
2,0.56 2,072 1.921 1.595 2.172 1.652
1 .725 1,948 1.25? 1,412 1,408 1,476
1 - 410 1.710 ' 1.226 1,262 1,382 1,406
1 .430 1,672 941 1,234 1.130 1.375
1., 856 2.039 1 .430 1.369 1.642 1.490
2 , 5hS 2,457 ' 2,122 1,751 1,980 1,798
1.806 ■ ■ 2,317 1.384 1,534 1,665 1,605
3,105 2.566 2,289 1,665 2.109 1,713
2,361 1,936 1,129 .. 1*265 . 1,427 1,400
•^Wholesale price less transnortation costs.
^Optimum distribution is defined as the distribution that maximized net revenue 
to each production area under conditions of perfect competition.
^Denotes consuming centers that received shipments, or would have received
shipments from New Mexico under the optimum situation.
H
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Appendix Table 51* Carlot Receipts of North Carolina Sweet Potatoes and Estimated
Receipts Resulting from Actual and 'Optimum^ Distributions, by Consuming Centers, and
Marketing Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Consuming
center
Marketing neriod
1 ■ C. » 3
Actual : Optimum Actual : Optimum Actual ; Optimum
Carlot equivalents
Atlanta 11 24 126 16
Baltimore 12., 2
Birmingham
Boston 6 . 4
Chicago 240 ■ 2
Cincinnati 18 180 4 88
Cleveland 1 2 6
Dallas-Ft. Forth
Denver
Detroit 36 102 8 134
Kansas City
Los Angeles. c*'
Louisville 3 v < 78 ■ 2
Minneapolis-St. Paul 9 ' , A ,
New Orleans
New York-Newark 7 420) '■ 208
Philadelphia 3 102V- 40
Pittsburgh 1 ■ 6 f 2 4
Portland
St. Louis .
San Francisco-Oakland
Washington, D. C. 3 102 42 100
Total receipts 14 14 726 726 332 332
Net revenue (dollars) 27,429 32,729 1,082,490 1,162,932 554,212 574,946
10ptimum distribution is defined as the distribution that maximised net revenue
to each production area under conditions of perfect competition. i
Appendix Table 52. Estimated Net Prices^ Per Carload of Sweet Potatoes to North Carolina
Shippers Resulting from Actual and Optimum, Distributions, by Consuming Centers and
Marketing Periods, 1958-59 Cron Season,
Consuming
center
Harke.ting period
1
Actual : Ontimum
••
: Actual
2 :
: Optimum :
3
Actual : Ontimum
Dollars
Atlanta 2,410 2,341* 1,538* 1,606* 1,570* 1,690
Baltimore 1,705 1,826 1,143* 1,416 1,270* 1,574
Birmingham 1,930 2,307 1,393 1.547 1,235 1,629
Boston 1,765 1,835 1.393* 1,530 ■1,410* 1,672
Chicago 2,010 2,297 1,588 1,604* 1,813* 1.665
Cincinnati 1,800 2,318 1,570* 1,600* 1,823* 1,731*
Cleveland 2,165 2,287 1,735 1,583 1,923* 1,740*
Dallas-Et. North 2,695 2,318 1,327 . 1.396 1,293 1,464
Denver 3,065 2,305 1,451 1,458 1,705 1,523
Detroit 2,155 2,284 1,769* 1,597* 1,938* 1,737*
Kansas City 2,020 2,291 1,638 1,517 1,842 1,602
Los Angeles 2,065 2.234 1,647 1,394 1,503 1,451
Louisville 2,326 2,326* 1,659 1,599* 1,780* 1,720
Minneapolis-St. Paul 2,036 2,052 1,901 1,575 2,152 1,632
New Orleans 1,716 ■ 1,938 1,247 ■ 1,402 1,398 1,466
New York-Newark 1,720* 2,020 1,536* 1,572 1,692* 1,7161
Philadelphia 1,745* 1,987 1.256* 1,549 1,445* 1,690
Pittsburgh 2,096* 2,279 1.670* 1,609 1,882* 1,730*
Portland 2,240 2,142 1,807 1,436 1,665 1,483
St. Louis 1,821 2,332 1,399 1,549 1,680 1,620
San Francisco-Oakland 2,745 2,206 1,929 1,305 1,749 1,353
Washington, D. C. 2,686* 2,261 1,454* 1,590 1,752* 1,725*
^Wholesale price less transportation costs.
^Optimum distribution is defined as the distribution that maximized net revenue 
to each production area under conditions of perfect competition.
^■Denotes consuming centers that received shipments, or would have received
shipments from North Carolina under the optimum situation,
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Appendix Table 53. Carlot Receipts of South Carolina Sweet Potatoes and Estimated
Receipts Resulting from Actual and OptimunA Distributions, by Consuming Centers, and
Marketing Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Consuming
center
Marketing period
1 •• 2 : 3
Actual : Optimum : Actual : Optimum : Actual : Optimum
Carlot equivalents
Atlanta 4 5 30 54 14 20
Baltimore 6
Birmingham
Boston
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Dallas-Ft. Worth
Denver
Detroit
Los Angeles
Louisville 8
Minneapolis-3t. Paul
Hew Orleans v
Hew York-Newark 6 10
Philadelphia' o 2
Pittsburgh
Portland
St. Louis •
San Francisco-Oakland
Washington, D. C. ____ 1 6 2
Total receipts 5 5 54 _5.4 ■ 28 28
Net revenue (dollars) 12,391 11,830 78,204 88,074 45.104 48,060
■^Optimum distribution is defined as the distribution that maximized net revenue
to each production area under conditions of perfect competition.
Appendix Table 54. Estimated Net Prices1 Per Carload of Sweet Potatoes to South Carolina
Shippers Resulting from Actual and Optimum^ Distributions, by Consuming Centers and
Marketing Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Consuming Marketing period 1center Actual : Optimum ; Actual Optimum : Actual : Optimum
Dollars'
Atlanta 2,435* 2,366* 1,563* 1,631* 1,595* 1,715*
Baltimore 1,665 1,786 1,103* 1,376 1,230 1,534
Birmingham 1,965 2,332 1,418 1,572 1,260 1,654
Boston 1,730 1,800 1,358 1,495 1,375 1.637
Chicago 2,005 ■ 2,292 1,583 1,599 1,308 1,660
Cincinnati 1,790 2,308 1,560 ' 1,590 1,813 1,721
Cleveland 2,125 2 ..247 1,695 1,543 1,883 1,700
Dallas-Ft. North 2,720 2,343 1,352 1,421 1,318 1,489
Denver 3,070 2,310 1,456 1,463 1,710 1,528
Detroit 2,120 2,249 1,734 1,562 1,903 1,702
Kansas City 2,025 2,296 1,643 1,522 1,847 1,607
Los Angeles 2,090 2,259 1,672 1,419 1,528 1,476
Louisville 2,326 2,326 1,659 1,599 1,780 1.720*
Minheapolis-St. Paul 2,031 2,047 1,896 1,570 2,147 1,627
Hew Orleans 1.760 1,983 1,292 1,447 1,443 1.511
Hew York-iTewark 1,685 ■ 1,985 1.501* 1,537 1,657* 1,681
Philadelphia 1,685 1,927 1.196* 1,489 1.385* 1,630
Pittsburgh 2,056 2.239 1,630 1,569 1,042 1,690
Portland 2,245 2,147 1,812 ■ 1,441 1,670 1,488
St. Louis 1,626 '2.337 1,404 1,554 1.685 1,625
San Francisco-Oakland 2,765 2,226 1,949 1,325 1,769 1,373
Washington, D. C. 2.651* 2,226 1,419*- 2*555 1,717*- 1,690
1..,iolesale price less transportation costs
^Optimum distribution is defined as the distribution^tht maximized net revenue 
to each production area under conditions' of perfect competition.
*Denotes consuming centers that received shipments, or would nj.ve ceceived .
shipments from South Carolina under the optimum situation.
Appendix Table 55. Carlot Receipts of Tennessee Sweet Potatoes and Estimated Receipts
Resulting from Actual and Optimum^ Distributions, by Consuming- Centers, and Marketin'-1-
Periods, 1058-59 Cron Season
Consuming
center
Atlanta
Baltimore
Birmingham
Boston
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Dallas-Ft. 'forth
Denver
Detroit
Kansas City
Los Angeles
Louisville
Kinneapolis-St. Pan],
New Orleans
New York-Newark
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Portland
St. Louis
San Francisco-Oakland 
Washington, D. C.
Total receipts_____
Wet revenue (dollars)
1
Actual ; Optimum
2
1
4'
3,0 11
4
Marketing period 
2~ ~ ■
Actual : Optimum Actual_: Gvtlmui:. 
Carlot equivalents * ” ~
12
12
6
6
o
42
9,864 68,070
bo
42
71,148
4
2
2
2
12
21,222
] 2
12
21,540
^Optimum distribution is defined as the distribution that maximized net revenue
to each production area under conditions of perfect competition.
Appendix Table 56. Estimated Met Prices^ Per Carload of Sweet Potatoes to Tennessee
Shippers Resulting from Actual and Optimum^ Distributions, by.Consuming Centers and
Marketing Periods, 1958-59 Cron Seasons
Consuming -
" ... ..Karketinp neriod
T •* 2 ; 7 :center Act.uai : 'Optimum j Actual : Optimum : Actual : Optimum
Dollars •
Atlanta 2.420 2.651 ].548* 1.616 1.580* 1,700
Baltimore 1.155 1.706- • 1.025 1,296 ' 1,150 1.454
Birmingham 2. OOO 2 .377 ]., 463 1.617 1.305 1,699
Boston 1,650 1.720 . 1 ,27? ' 1 .415 ] .20^ 1.555
Chicago 2,100* 2,387 1 ,.676* 1,694* . 1.903* . 1,755
Cincinnati 1,845* 2, pop 1.615* 1.645 1.868* 1,776
Cleveland 2,165 2,287 - 1,735 1.583 1.923 1.740
Dallas-Pt,. ’forth 2.845 2.468* 1,477 I. 546 1,443 1,614
Denver 3,220 2,460* 1,606 1,613 1,860 1,678
Detroit 2,175 2.304 1.780 1.617 ' 1,956 1.757
Kansas Oitv 2.170 2.441 1.766 1.667 ' 1 .992 1,752
Los Anpeles 2 .235 2,404 1 ,617 1. 564 1.673 1.621
Louisville 2,401 ■2.401 1,734*' 1.674 1.855* 1.795*
Linneauolis-St. Paul 2.151 9,167 2.016 1,690 2,267 1.747
hew Orleans 1.825 2,048 1.357 1,512 1 ,508 1.576
Lew York-Newark 1,605 ■1.905 ■ 1.421 1,457 1.977 1.601
Philadelphia 1,625 1.867 1.136 1,429 1.325 1.570
Pittsburgh 2.056 2,239 1,630 1.569 1,342 1,690
Portland 2,395 ' 2,297 l,o62 1 • 591 1,820 ■ 1,633
St. Louis 1,956* 2,477 1.544* 1,694* 1,825* 1.765
San Prancisco-Oakland 2,Q05 2.366 2,089 1.465 1,909 .1,513
Washington. D. C. 2,666.. . ' 2.141 1,334 1.470 1,632 3., 609
^Wholesale price less transportation costs.
2Optimum distribution is defined as the distribution that maximized net revenue
to each production area under conditions of oerfect competition. H
■£"
*Denotes consuming centers that received shipments, or would have received
shiuments from Tennessee under the optimum situation.
Appendix Table 57. Carlot Receipts of Texas Sweet Potatoes and Estimated Receipts
Resulting from Actual and Optimum^ Distributions, by Consuming Centers, and Marketing
Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Consuming
center
Atlanta
Baltimore
Birmingham
Boston
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Dallas-Ft. Worth
Denver
Detroit
Kansas City
Los Angeles
Louisville
Kinneapolis-St. Paul
Hew Orleans
Hew York-Newark
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Portland
St. Louis
San Francisco-Oakland 
Washington, D.. 0,
Total receipts_______
Wet revenue (dollars)
1
Marketing period
Actual
1
1
14
18
• 49, G JL
Optimum Actual Optimum
18
18
46.404
Carlot equivalents' 
54
36
48
24
6
300
42
6
6
12
6
4^0
850,06c
306
114
120
540
Actual
8
16
24
o
4
130
24
2
o
6
2
4
232
8SA..25L-  377,950
Ontimum
124
72
16
20
232
309,424
■“’Optimum distribution is defined as the distribution that maximized net revenue
to each production area under conditions of perfect competition.
Appendix Table 58. Estimated let Prices-*- Per Carload of Sveet Potatoes to Texas Shippers
Resulting from Actual, and Optimum^ Distributions, by Consuming' Centers and Marketing
Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season
Consuming
center
r'i 3- p !c G is 111 ££ periods 1
: 1 •• • • 2 •• 3
: Actual : Optimum Ac tual : Optimum : : Actual : Optimum
Atlanta 2,535 2,266
■Dollars 
1,463* 1,531 1,495* 1,615
Baltimore 1,465 1,586 903 1,176 1.030 1,334
Birmingham 1,935 2,312 ' 1,398* 1,552 1,240* 1,634
Boston 1,340 1,410 968 1,105 985 1,247
Chicago 1.990 2,277 1 ,568* 1,584 1,793* 1,645 ■
Cincinnati 1,720* 2,238 1 ,490* ■ 1,520 1,743* 1,651
Cleveland 2,040* 2,162 1,610* 1,453 1,798* 1,615
Dallas-Ft. Worth 2,955*' ■2,578* 1 ,587* 1 ,656* 1,553* 1,724*
Denver ■3,260 ' 2,500 1,646* 1,653* 1,900* 1,718*
Detroit 2,060 2,189 1,674 1,502 1,843* 1,642
Kansas City 2.145 2,416 1,763* 1,642 1,967* 1,727*
Los Angeles 2,330 2,4 99 1,912 1,659* 1.768 1,716*
Louisville 2,276 . 2,276 1,609 1,549 1,730 1,670
Minneapolis-St. Paul 2.091* 2,107 1,956* 1,630 2,207* 1,687
hew Orleans 1,850 2,073 1,382 1,537 1,533 1,601 .
new Xork-Kewark 1,465 1,785 1,301 1,337 . 1,457 1,481
Philadelphia 1,510 - 1,752 1,021 1,314 1,210* 1,455
Pittsburgh 1.921 ■ 2,104 1,495 1,434 -.1.707* 1,555
Portland 2,420* 2,322 1,987* 1,616 .1,845 1,663
St. Louis 1,866 ' 2.377 1 ,444* 1,594 1,725 1,665
San Francisco—Oakland 3,000 '2.461 2,184 1,560 ■ 2,004 1 ,608.
Washington, D. 0. 2.451 2,026 1,219 ..1,255. .... 1,517
"Wholesale price less transportation costs. ' -
^Optimum distribution is defined as the distribution that maximized net revenue 
to each production-area under conditions of perfect competition.
^Denotes consuming centers that received shipments, or would have received
shipments from Texas under the optimum situation.
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Appendix Table 59. Carlot Receipts of Virginia Sweet Potatoes and Estimated Receipts
Resulting from Actual and Optimum-1- Distributions, bv Consuming Centers, and Marketing
Periods, 1958-59 Cron Season .
Consuming
center
Atlanta
Baltimore
Birmingham
Boston
Chicago
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Dallas-Pt. Worth
Denver
Detroit
Kansas City
Los Angeles
Louisville
Kinneapolis-St. Paul
Hew Orleans
Hew York-Newark
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Portland
St. Louis
San Prancisco-Gakland 
Washington, D. C.
Total receipts_______
Net revenue (dollars)
4
26
10
3
50
12
 5.
l6p 
304,847
Ilarketinv perlod_ 5
Actual Optimum
0
11
4
21
 12.4.
_ _J.65.
378,376
Actual : Optimum 
Carlo!' equivalents
60
■ 96
■ 24
6
6
228
144
36
*7 r
3n
642
642
642
'j
Actual Optimum
24
32
106
50 
. 8 
2
12
23u
:3S
238
933.210 1.044,534 385,038____421,498
^Optimum distribution is defined as the distribution that maximized net revenue
to each-nroduction area under conditions of perfect competition.
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Appendix Table 60, Estimated Met Prices^ Per Carload of Sweet Potatoes to Virginia
Shippers Resulting from Actual and Optimum2 Distributions, by Consuming Centers and
Marketing Periods, 1958-59 Crop Season •
Consuming Marketing period
center Ac tual : Ootimum : . Actual : Optimum .: Actual : Optimum
Dollars :
Atlanta 2,355* 2.286 1,483* 1,551 1,515* 1,635
Baltimore 1,740* 1,861 1,178* 1.451 1,305* 1,609
Birmingham 1,875 2,252 1,338 1,49.2 1,180 1,574
Boston- 1,825* 1,895 1,453* 1,590 1,470* 1,732
Chicago , 2,005 2,292 1,583 1,599 1,808 1,660
Cincinnati 1,780* 2,298* 1,550* 1,580 1,803 1.711
Cleveland 2.185 2,307* 1.755* 1,603 1,943* 1,760
Dallas-Ft. Worth 2,645 2,263 1,277 1.346 1,243 1,414
Denver 5,055 2.295 1,441 1.448 1,695 • 1,513
Detroit 2,160 2,289* 1,774* 1,602 1,943 ; 1,742
Kansas City 1.985 2.256 1.603 1,482 1,807 1,567
Los Angeles 2,035 2,204 1.617 1,364 1,473 1.421
Louisville 2.291 2,291* 1,624 1,564 1.745 1,685
Mi nn e ap o1i s-51. P au1 2,031 2.047 1,896 1,570 2,147 1,627
ITev Orleans 1,680 1.903 1.212 1,367 1.363 1. 4pl
Hew York-Mevrark 1.775* 2,075 1,591* 1,627* 1,747* 1,771*
Philadelphia 1,806* 2,042 1.311* 1.604 . 1 .500* 1,745
Pittsburgh 2.116* 2,299* 1,690* 1,629 1,902* 1.750
Portland 0 7 7.p1 , CL JO 2,132 1,797 1,426. 1,655* 1,47 5
St. Louis 1,786 2.297 1.364 1.514 1.645 l,58c
San Francisco-Oakland 2,735 2' 196 1,919 1.29 9 :1:739 1,343
Washington. D, -C, ____ 2,29!*- 1,484* 1,820. i 1,732* ■ 1.755-
■Hfbolesale pric
2,
e 1 ef transuortation costs.
"Optimum distribution is defined as the distribution tnat maximized net revenae 
to each nroduction area under conditions of penect competition.
--Denotes consum 
fniuments from Virginia.
inu centers that received shipments, or would have received
under the ontimum situation..
}—1
Appendix Table 61. Effect of Increase in Vo 1 rime of Louisiana 
Sweet Potatoes on Pet'Revenue to Producing Areas'for Optimum- 
Distributions. Marketing Period 1, 1963-59.Crop Season
Producing
area Optimum
Pet revenue,
La. volume
ITet change in 
revenue when
: increased 50?i: volume Is increased
Dollar: Per cent
Alabama 216,227 211.419 ~ 4,808 - 2.2
Ar i z o na. 24,851 23,373 .- 1.458 - 5.9
Arkansas 2,558 2 ,469 69 - 2.7
California. 520.452 ' 305,872 - 14,560 - 4.5
Georgia 77,004 75,904 - 1,100 - 1.4
Louisiana 428,511 599,961 171,450' 40.0
i.'nrvi and : 50,877 50.708 169 - .3
is si s s jnpi 52,765 52,763 0 0.0
Missouri 7,5 66 7.296 270 -J < - .2.0
few J ersey 2,314 2,314 0 0.0
l-Tew Hertoo 2,614 2,452 162 - 6.2
forth Carolina 52,729 32,355 374 - 1.1
Sou tli C ar o 1 i na 11,830 11j 660 170 - 1.4
Tennessee 9, 6b4 .9,596 268 - 2.7
Texas 46,404 45,162 - 1,242 - 2.7
Virginia 577,560 __ -____496 - .1
^ 6 6 4 , 8 8 0 _ 1,511,184 ___ 146,304 .... 8.8_
'Optimum, 
that maximized n 
conditions of re
distribution is defined as the distribution 
et revenue to each production area, under 
rfect competition.
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Appendix Table 62, Effects of Increase in Volume of Louisiana
Sweet Potatoes on Met Revenue to Producing Areas for Optimum!
Distributions, Marketing Period 2, 1953-59 Crop Season
pToducTii” * Tffet"revcrlue~' ; Tet”‘change in
: La.' volume : revenue when
area _ ____ j p ~ “ 1 ;.increased 50/a: volume is increased
Dollars Per cent
Alabama 750,072 719,100 _ 30,972 - 4.1
Arizona 57,570 54,340 - • 2,730 - 4.1
Arkansas 9,900 9,342 - 558 - 5.6
California 2,340,552 2,262,882 ' - 77,670 - 3.3.
Delaware 9,352 9,546 - 3 06 - 3.1
Georgia 451,170 432,810 - 18,360 - 4.1
Indiana 10,434 9,876 ‘ - 558 - 5.3
Iowa 10,770 10,212 - 558 - 5.2
Kansas 73,350 69,636 - 3,714 - 5.1
Louisiana 3,052,224 4,311,144 1 ,258,920 41.2
Maryland 788,352 763,680 - 24,672 - 3.1
Mississippi 211,242 204,612 _ 6-, 630 - 3.1
Missouri 114,774 108,234 - 6,540 - 5.7
Mew Jersey 2,364 j144 2,294,466 - 69,678 ■ - 2.9
Hew Mexico 63,864 60,696 - 3,168 - 5.0
lie th Carolina 1,162,932 1,117,740 - 45,192 - 3.9
Sov . Carolina 88,074 84,402 - 3,672 - 4.2
Teni- ~'°e 71,148 67,242 ~ 3,906
r- r*- 0.0
Texas 894,258 847,392 46.866 - 5.2
Virginia 1.044,534 1,011,792 - 32,742 .. r_ 2 • 1
Total revenue' 13,569,216 14,449,644 880,428 ___
1
Ontimum distribution is defined as the distri bution
that maximized net revenue to each production area under
conditions of perfect competition.
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Appendix ladle 63. Effects of Increase in Volume of Louisiana
Sweet Potatoes on Net Revenue to Producing Areas for Optimum^
Distributions, Marketing Period 3, 1958-59 Crop Season
Producing
area
: Net revenue Net change in 
revenue, when 
volume is increasedOptimum ; * •
La. volume - : 
increased 0%:
Dollars Per cent
Alabama 192,424 180,494 - 11,930 - 6.2
Arizona 134.368 126,412 - 7,956 - 5.9
Arkansas 3,474 3,234 240 - 6.9
California 1,565,544 1,471,030 - 94,514 - 6.0
Delaware 3,572 3,384 188 - 5.3
Florida 3,320 3,114 206 - 6.2
Georgia 186,030 175,112 - 10,918 - 5.9
Illinois 3,550 3,310 240 - 6.8
Indiana 3 ,600 3,384 216 - 6.0
Iowa 3,704 3,470 234 - 6.3
Kansas 50,960 47,684 ' - 3,276 - 6.4
Kentucky 3,590 3,314 276 - 7.7
Louisiana 1,673,558 2.334,584 661,026 39.5
Maryland 325,052 307,944 - 17,108 - 5.3
Mississippi 38,124 ' 35,910 - 2,214 - 5.8
Missouri 36,200 33,800 - 2,400 - 6.6
Few Jersey 1,482,588 1,403,592 - 78,996 - 5.3
New Mexico 25,634 23,996 1,638 - 6.4
North Carolina 574,946 . 553,354 - 21,592 - 3.8
South Carolina 48,060- 44,904 - 3,156 - 6.6
Tennessee 21,540 19,860 - 1,680 - 7.8
T exas 399,424 371,818 - 27,606 - 6.9
Virginia 421,498 399,126 - 22,372 - 5.-3
Total revenue 7,200,760 7,552,830 __ 4.9
Ontimum distribution, is. defined as the distribution
that' maximized net revenue to each- production area under
conditions of uerfect competition.
■I /
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Appendix Table 64. Effects of Increase in Volume of Louisiana 
Sweet Potatoes on Optimum! Distribution and Estimated Net 
Revenues for Louisiana Shippers, Marketing Period 1, 1958-59 
Cron Season
Consuninp
center
:Receipts from all areas :Receipts from La.
:Volume 
50V : incr. 50VV;r!° V S 6! Quantity |
Atlanta 
Baltimore 
Birmingham 
Boston 
Chicapo 
Cincinnati 
Cleveland 
Dallas-?!, .^'orth 
Denver /%
D e tr o i t /
Kansas Oitv 
Los Anpeles 
Louisvi11 e
111nneapoli s-St. Paul.
Nev. Orleans
New York-Nevar 9:
Philadelphia
Pitts bur
Portland
St. Louis
San ?rancisco-0a!: 1 and
l.lasliinrrton, D, C.
■«s ’
Total, receipts
47
77
j
1.4
57
128
IT
so
7
Carlot equivalents 
4q
78
10 
3 
1.4 
4l
153
91.
19
118 
1 84
671
91
] 9
O11
■172 
19 7
7 7Q
187
4Q
176
15:
7
74
?0
r:64
Net revenue( dollarsJ_ JL,664,88.0__!.j.!'6.1j._1c:>_4  4-9ji■ 511
^Optimum distribution is defined as the distribution
that maximised net revenue to each -production area under
conditions of perfect competition. '
Appendix Table 65. 'Effects of Increase in Volume of Louisiana 
Sweet Potatoes on Optimuml Distribution and .Estimated Let 
Revenues for Louisiana. Shippers, marketing Period 2, 1958-79 
Cron Season
Consum
center
nr” Receipts from all areas: Receipts from La,
Quantity volume: : Volume. Quantity . v : m c r . 50;i:mcr. 50cl>-
Carlot equivalents
Atlanta
Paltimoro
P irviinediani
Do ston
Ob icayo
Cincinnati
Cleveland
Dalles-7t, forth
Denver
Detroit
Kansas Citnr
Los Anyeles
Louisvilie
I-Iinnean o 1 i s - 31. P aul 
Hew Orleans 
ilew York-KewarV:
Philad el phia 
Pittsburr”b 
Portland 
St. Louis
So.n 3?ranci sco~Oakland
fashinyto a . D . ■ C ,
Total receipts
430 504
4l4 438 54
3 6 114
630 702 232 630
130 192
924 330
306 336
120 198 60
390 4i 4
162 180 126 180
1,068 1,152 882 1,014rv nf o 90 42
324 396 312 360
216 246. 216 246
1 . 200 1,278
306 384
330 342
414 474 84
198 2.16 96 198
032 .94.2
6 ____Q0__
8,06 4______ 9,016 ..... L j914_____ 2^868
59,216 14,449,644 Jn 082., 224 4 1311,144
■“Ontimum distribution is defined as the distribution
that maximised net revenue to each production area under
conditions of rnerfect competition.
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Appendix Table 66. Effects of Increase in Volume of Louisiana 
Sweet Potatoes on Optimum-*- Distribution and Estimated Eet 
Revenues for Louisiana Shippers, Marketing Period 3, 1958-59 
Oron Season
Consuming
center
Receipts from all areas: Receipts from La.
Quantity :’^a* vo^ e: Quantity: . VoluEa  '• : mcr. 50% :  : xncr. 50%
Garlot equivalents
Atlanta 162 174 14
Baltimore
Birmingham 84 98 8 98
Boston 14 62
Chicago 442 472 438 472
Cincinnati 104 112 16 50
Cleveland 162 168 2
Dalias-Ft. Vorth 124 138
Denver 130 166 _ 4 4 74
Detroit 188 202 80
Kansas City 70 78 38 60
Los Angeles 520 556 70 188
Louisville 38 46 16 46
I-linneapolis-St. Paul 184 214 182 212
17ew Orleans 108 122 108 122
j'lex Yo rlc-lT ewark 664 712
Philadelphia 212 258
Pittsburgh 164 170
Portland 130 168
St. Louis 110 118 90 98
San Francisco-Oakland 320 358
hashington, D. C. 100 144
Total receipts 4,030 :_____ 1,010 _____ lmrn
Let revenue(dollars) 7, 200,760 2,334,584
Optimum distribution is defined as the. distribution
that maximized net revenue to each production area under
conditions of uerfect competition.
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